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Professors discuss Iraq 
By Chuck Soder 
CITY NEWS EDITOR 
An American strike on Iraq is 
probable, according (o political 
science professors Marc Simon 
and Neai lesse. lesse supports an 
attack, but Simon anticipates it 
would cause more problems 
than il would solve. 
If America attacks Iraq with- 
out having been hit first, the 
United States is breaking policies 
it claims to support, according to 
Simon, associate professor and 
chair of the political science 
department. 
"It's a flagrant violation of 
international law," he said. 
The government is calling the 
attack a 'preemptive strike' - an 
attack to prevent future attacks. 
But that label implies that an 
attack is already on the way 
when we can't be sure, according 
to Simon. 
"Any country could do that." 
he said. "South Korea could do a 
pre-emptive strike on North 
Korea, and China could attack 
Taiwan." 
And for the world's only super 
power to make such a move 
could encourage other countries 
to do the same, he added. 
"It could lead to a more unsta- 
ble worid," he said. 
lesse, however, sees things dif- 
ferently. 
If the conflict would end 
quickly, it would be worth the 
effort, according to lesse, assis- 
tant professor in the depart- 
ment. 
"Maybe there'll be sour rela- 
tions with Arab nations in the 
short term," lesse said. "But from 
a military standpoint, I don't 
think our losses will be that 
great." 
Backing down at this point 
could also have a harsh political 
downside, he said: After making 
so many threats, President Bush 
and his administration could 
lose credibility by not following 
through. 
"Bush has rattled the saber so 
much that backing off now 
would send a mixed signal." 
Jesse said. "You don't want to 
back off after making threats." 
There is currently no hard evi- 
dence showing that Iraq has the 
weapons to make their own 
threats. But President Bush and 
his administration believe 
Saddam Hussein is building an 
arsenal because he has denied 
weapons inspectors from the 
United Nations since 1898. 
Given that Iraq banned 
inspectors over three years ago, 
both professors find it odd that 
the administration is consider- 
ing an attack now. 
"I don't see a risk now that did- 
n't exist five to ten years ago," 
Simon said. 
Both suggested that last year's 
terrorist attacks provided 
enough support for the military 
to launch an attack on Iraq. 
lesse cited some GaUop Polls 
showing the country's desire to 
fight after Sept. 11: A few weeks 
after the attacks, 70 percent of 
the country was in favor of a 
strike on Iraq. A newer poll put 
that number at about 50 per- 
cent, according to lesse. 
"It's starting to wane a bit," he 
added. 
But waning support is still 
support. And leaders are trying 
to capitalize on it, according to 
Simon. 
"Leaders are taking advantage 
of support for the military and 
the fear of terrorism," he said. 
"During Bush's first year in office, 
this wouldn't have happened." 





laughs to U. 
community 
By lanell Kingsborougti 
REPORTER 
I ook at the door in front of 
you, the bathroom stall, the 
trash can you dump your left- 
overs into at the Union. Maybe 
you've noticed the bright 
orange flyers shouting "Group 
Sex!" That's not exactly correct, 
but it got your attention, right? 
The "happy look" on the faces 
of the campus's Plastic 
Shatters Improv Comedy 
Troupe are plastered every- 
where. 
If you aren't sure what the 
Plastic Shatners arc, think of 
shows like "Whose line is it 
Anyway?" or "Second City." 
Have you ever laughed more 
when watching a television 
show? 
"Improv comedy is very 
audience interactive," troupe 
director Lynn Lammer's com- 
mented. The troupe was 
passed on to lammer's by the 
graduated founder of the 
Plastic Shatners, lohn Serve. 
Starting slowly, the troupe 
began only performing for an 
audience two times a year and 
have become so successful, 
they are ready to bust your 
seams once a month. 
"Our name is out there, peo- 
ple call us because they hear 
we're funny. It's exciting," said 
lisa Fulton, an original mem- 
ber of the group. 
All members made it clear 
that the troupe is not just about 
making theatre, it's also about 
making friends. You are taught 
to notice and respect every 
move made by the people on 
your team. 
"You just try to be honest, 
never saying no," senior mem- 
ber Julio Scpulveda said, "the 
everyday goof-off silliness now 
has a purpose. Improv is one of 
the strongest creative outlets, 
building your script as you go 
and people work with you." 
Having perfected the tradi- 
tional improv comedy, the 
troupe hopes to work more on 
the long form of improv, which 
is basically like a play. It is 
developing scenes and then 
follow-up scenes, showing per- 
brmers how to accept every 
IMPROV, PAGE 2 
Bush raises security alert 
By Ron Fournier 
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — The Bush 
administration raised the 
nationwide terror alert to its 
second highest level, closed 
nine U.S. embassies overseas 
and heightened security at fed- 
eral buildings and landmarks in 
America as new intelligence 
wanted of car bombings, sui- 
cide attacks and other strikes 
linked to the Sept. 11 anniver- 
sary. 
Americans were urged yes- 
terday to be alert but unbowed 
— go to work, to school and on 
trips — despite specific threats 
against U.S. interests abroad 
and less credible concerns that 
terrorists might attack America 
again. 
"The threats that we have 
heard recently remind us of the 
pattern of threats we heard 
prior to September the 11th," 
President Bush said on the eve 
of the anniversary. "We have no 
specific threat to America, but 
we're taking everything serious- 
Security precautions in the 
nation's capital rivaled mea- 
sures taken immediately after 
last year's attacks. For example, 
Vice President Dick Cheney 
canceled a last night speech 
and was taken to a secret loca- 
tion to protect the presidential 
line of succession in case of an 
attack. 
Defense Secretary Donald 11. 
Rumsfeld ordered that live anti- 
aircraft missiles be stationed 
near launchers that had been 
deployed around Washington 
for a training exercise. 
Across the country, access 
was restricted to public places 
and events. Colorado Gov. Bill 
GunturAlphmAP Photo 
ALERT: Armed Indonesian police officers stand guard outside the U.S. Consulate in Surabaya, East 
Java, Indonesia, yesterday. Following the closure of the U.S. Embassy in the capital city of Jakarta 
because of a credible and specific terrorist threat. 
Owens, announcing security 
measures at the stale capitol, 
told residents, "You should 
probably bring your driver's 
license" to the building 
Local police were on edge. 
They urged residents to report 
any suspicious activity. 
"There's no such thing as a 
stupid phone call,'' said Lt. Kelly 
Willis, spokesman for the Des 
Moines, Iowa, police depart- 
ment. "We're here to be both- 
ered." 
Among 15 or so U.S. diplo- 
matic posts closed overseas, the 
embassy in lakarta and a con- 
sular office in Surabaya, both In 
Indonesia, were shut down due 
to what officials called credible 
and specific information about 
security threats. 
Despite no evidence of a plot 
against America, the Sept. 11 
anniversary and threats of car 
bomb or other attacks against 
U.S. interests abroad made offi- 
cials nervous enough to seek 
the higher threat status. 
Bush approve raising the level 
from a "significant risk" of 
attacks — code yellow — to a 
high danger or code orange. It is 
the highest alert level imposed 
since the system was estab- 
lished in March. 
"The United States govern- 
ment has concluded, based on 
analysis and specific intelli- 
gence of possible attacks on 
U.S. interests overseas, to call 
government, law enforcement 
and citizens — both at home 





By Shannon E. Kolketfy 
MANAGING   EDITOR 
Though classes remain in ses- 
sion, die University has planned 
several activities to help students, 
faculty and members of the 
Bowling Green community pay 
tribute to the victims of last year's 
terrorist attacks. 
At the request of University 
President Sidney llibeau, the Sept. 
11 Memorial Planning 
Committee was organized to 
develop a fitting tribute to those 
who lost their lives in the terrorist 
attacks. The committee is made 
up of representatives of faculty, 
students and all vice presidential 
areas. 
"The goal was to plan a series of 
events and allow people to come 
together to share their feelings in a 
group or privately," said Jill Carr, 
associate dean of students. 
Starting at 8 a.m., a color guard 
of Army and Air Force FtOTC stu- 
dents will present the flags in the 
Lcnhart Grand Ballroom. 
Following the flag presentation, 
the University will participate in 
the worldwide "Rolling Requiem" 
program. 
At 8:46 a.m., die time of last 
year's attacks, campus bells will 
toll followed by a minute of -£ 
silence. The University Choral 
Society will then perform the 
organized reading of Mozart's 
"Requiem." 
Discussions will be held at 
noon concerning social issues 
resulting from Sept. 11. Melissa 
Spirek, associate professor of jour- 
nalism, will discuss personality 
trait differences and how they 
related to people's television view- 
ing on Sept. 12,2001. The discus- 
sion will be held on the University 
Hall lawn. In case of rain, the 
event will be moved to McFall 
Gallery. 
Also Annette Mahoney, associ- 
ate professor of psychology, will 
speak in 208 Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union on the spirituality's 
role in coping with the events of 
Sept. II. 
The final event organized by the 
Sept. 11 Memorial Planning 
Committee is a Candlelight Vigil. 
Individuals interested in partici- 
pating should meet at 9 p.m. out- 
side of the Union. The march will 
begin at the west side of campus 
and end in the Alumni Mall 
between Harshman and 
Kreischer. In the case of rain, the 
vigil will be held in Perry Field 
House. 
"The hope would be that (the 
events]  would  help everyone 
REMEMBER, PAGE 2 
UCF sponsors a Meaning of Peace* lecture 
r_-    M mf-i 
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PEACE: Advocates discuss peace last night at Ground For 
Thought. 
By Carrie Whitaker 
REPORTER 
Nine advocates of peace came 
togedier last night at Grounds for 
Thought to toss around the idea 
of peace in our worid today. Led 
by Don Scherer, a professor of 
philosophy at the University each 
sat and spoke about the meaning 
of peace. 
This session was the first of five 
sessions sponsored by United 
Christian Fellowship (UCF), the 
Philosophy Department, and the 
John Denver Peace Cloth 
Campus Series. These sessions 
were created to honor the retire- 
ment of Rev. William Thompson 
who ministered in die Bowling 
Green area for sixteen years. 
Session one, titled "The 
Meaning of Peace," was an open 
table discussion led by Scherer to 
find the true definition of peace. 
According to Scherer it can mean 
many things including the 
absence of war and finding inner 
peace within one's self. 
Each member of the group said 
that inner peace can be found in 
many different ways and that stu- 
dents, along with every human 
being, can find it in themselves. 
Rev.   Diane  Christopherson 
PEACE, PAGE 2 
SERIES SESSIONS 
JUSTICE AT HOME: MIGRANT 
ISSUES IN N.W. OHIO: 
Sarah Stafford Partnership 
for Community Action. To be 
held on Tuesday, Sept. 17 
7:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S CENTER NAVAIO 
SPIRITUALITY: Carolyn 
Bemore, From the Dine 
Nation Silent Auction and 
Evening of Celebration. To 
be held on Saturday. Oct. 5 
7:30 p.m. 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST     ™"»SD" 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
Mostly     High: 79' 
Sunny     Low: 52' 
FRIDAY 
fr*i       Mostly     High: 80' 
Cloudy     Low: 58' 
SATURDAY 
Mostly     High: 80' 
Cloudy     \cur. 57' 
SUNDAY 
.ujfr"*      Scattered  High: 79' 
T3-    T-Storms   Low: 53" 
2 Wednesday. September 11 2002 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Nation takes extra precautions 
SECURITY. FROM PAGE 1 
and citizens — both at home 
and overseas — to a heightened 
state of alert." Attorney General 
John Ashcroft said in announc- 
ing the change with Tom Ridge. 
Bush's homeland security direc- 
tor. 
A grim-faced Ashcroft said 
US. intelligence, based on infor- 
mation from a senior al-Qaida 
operative in the last day or so, 
believes terrorists operating in 
several South Asian countries 
hope to explode car bombs or 
launch other attacks on U.S. 
facilities abroad. 
The plans are believed to be 
linked directly to al-Qaida, 
rather than one of its affiliates, 
said a government official, who 
spoke on condition of anonymi- 
ty 
The al-Qaida operative who 
provided some of the informa- 
tion has been in the custody of 
an unidentified foreign country 
for several months, but he has 
not been publicly identified. 
Ashcroft said the government 
also has learned of plans in the 
Middle East to launch one or 
more suicide attacks against U.S. 
interests. "At this time, we have 
no specific information as to 
where these attacks might 
occur," Ashcroft said. 
The intelligence community 
believes the most likely targets at 
home and abroad are trans- 
portation and energy facilities or 
other symbols of U.S. power, 
such   as   military   facilities, 
embassies and national monu- 
ments, he said. 
"In addition, U.S. intelligence 
has concluded that lower-level 
al-Qaida operatives may view 
the Sept. 11 anniversary as a 
suitable time to lash out in even 
small strikes to demonstrate 
their worldwide presence and 
resolve," Ashcroft said. 
"Widely dispersed, unsophis- 
ticated strikes are possible," he 
warned. 
U.S. officials found little solace 
in the fact that the threats 
focused on overseas targets 
overseas; a similar pattern was 
detected just before the Sept. 11 
attacks, they said. 
"Americans need to go about 
their lives," Bush said. "They just 
need to know that their govern- 
ment, at the federal and state 
and local level, will be on an 
extra level of alert to protect us." 
He planned to travel today 
under extraordinarily tight secu- 
rity to the sites of last year's 
attacks in suburban 
Washington, New York and 
Pennsylvania The Secret Service 
bolstered security around the 
White House, paying special 
attention to vehicles riding on a 
nearby road recently closed to 
trucks. 
The State Department issued 
a notice of "worldwide caution" 
to Americans abroad. 
The General Services 
Administration, which operates 
and provides security for most 
federal buildings, implemented 
new security procedures. 
The Environmental 
Protection Agency ordered 
water system operators to bol- 
ster security. 
The Agriculture Department 
told meat inspectors to look for 
anything suspicious. 
Military bases worldwide also 
were put on higher alert this 
week because of the anniversary, 
and the military resumed 24- 
hour fighter jet patrols over New 
York City and Washington. 
On Capitol Hill, the House 
sergeant at arms installed steel 
cabinets in the press gallery to 
store "escape hoods" that allow 
people to breath in case of a bio- 
logical or chemical attack. 
UN. holds key to 
better relations 
IRAQ. FROM PAGE 1 
on inspectors could solve the 
problem. But according to 
Simon, the United States needs 
to try harder. 
Getting a large group of 
countries to back the cause 
could make it happen, Simon 
said. "We need to work more 
with the UN," he added. 
lesse agreed that getting 
weapons inspectors back in 
Iraq would give the best results. 
"Colin Powell said the first 
step is to send in more inspec- 
tors," he said. "That would still 
show America's resolve and 
that we won't attack just for the 
sake of attacking" 
But, should alternatives fail 
and an attack proceed, trying to 
rebuild Iraq's government 
would be a mistake, the profes- 
sors said. 
"Let's get rid of (Hussein) and 
let Iraq decide how to replace 
him." lesse added. "To do much 
else would tax us too greatly." 
"It would be messy," Simon 
said. "They don't like Saddam, 
but they don't like us either." 
But even if Iraq gets a new 
government, it may not be a 
good government. Simon said 
there's no guarantee that some- 
one new would be any better 
than Hussein. 
But there's no chance of get- 
ting a better leader without 
ousting this one, according to 
lesse. 
"We must take the chance 
that a new leader won't be as 




REMEMBER. FROM PAGE 1 
events] would help everyone 
remember the gravity of the 
day and join together in their 
remembrance," said Scott 
Borgelt, a writer in the Office of 
Marketing and 
Communications. 
Also, other events, indepen- 
dent of the Sept. 11 Memorial 
Planning Committee, are being 
held as tribute. 
The John Denver Peace 
Cloth, sponsored by the 
Graduate Student Senate, will 
be displayed in the McMaster 
Room 208 of the Union as a 
symbol of international peace 
"September 11: A 
Commemoration of Losses / A 
Celebration of Hopes and 
Freedoms" will recognize stu- 
dent artists' responses to the 
terrorist attacks. The exhibit 
will be on display from 8:30 
Did you know... 
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. in the Union 
Gallery today through Friday, 
Oct. 4. 
The International Relations 
Organization will also be pass- 
ing out free ribbons in remem- 
brance of worldwide tcnorist 
victims. Ribbons can be 
obtained by the first floor of the 
Union near the information 
desk between 11 a.m. and 3 
p.m. A map of last year's world- 
wide terrorist attacks and a list 
of nationalities of individuals 
who were lost in Worid Trade 
Center will also be on display. 
According to Can, the previ- 
ously scheduled events were 
taken into consideration before 
the committee began planning 
additional events. This consid- 
eration prevented duplication 
of events and allowed the 
events to flow smoothly 




IMPROV, FROM PAGE 1 
move made by their team- 
mates and add ideas of their 
own to keep the story mov- 
ing. Players find their inspira- 
tion and can structure their 
scenes, having the freedom 
to react in any way they want. 
"Everyone is very talented 
and funny," first year mem- 
ber lohn-Michael Armstrong 
said, "We're all so close, you 
have to trust each other." 
Admission is free to any 
Plastic Shatners perfor- 
mance. If you haven't 
attended a show yet. watch 
for announcements for their 
first show. 
T If you haven't seen the 
eye-catching flyers, audi- 
tions will be held Thursday, 
Sept. 12 from 7 to 10 p.m. in 
room 316 at the Union. 
An ostrich eqq would take four 





PEACE. FROM PAGE 1 
beyond comfort zones, and be 
with people unlike themselves." 
She feels that peace can also be 
found when one finds an area of 
concern or passion in their lives 
and then volunteers their time in 
that area. Many group members 
agreed with Christopherson 
including Scherer. 
"Work for a cause and you will 
find how much people are the 
same underneath," said Scherer. 
He along with the group of adults 
hope that students will come to 
the next four sessions in the series 
called Peace, Justice, and 
Spirituality. Scherer said that 
peace is a process of society, that 
there must be interaction in the 
process by people. 
Many times the topic of discus- 
sion found its way to the events of 
Sept. 11. This brought up topics 
such as peace keeping efforts of 
the United States and the idea of 
war. People in the group talked 
about how citizens of the United 
States of America have not really 
experienced war in their home- 
land. 
"Unfortunately we have a nar- 
row idea of what war is," said 
Mary Natvig, affiliated with UCF 
She said that it is difficult to grasp 
the idea of peace when she has 
not ever been threatened like oth- 
ers worldwide. Natvig questioned 
how others feel who are constant- 
ly faced with war and poverty and 
what is their look on peace. 
Scherer posed a question 
toward the end of the table dis- 
cussion: "What motivates you to 
be peaceful and happy?" The 
group as a whole hopes that stu- 
dents will become aware of what 
peace means to them and then 
learn to use that peace to teach 
others about its benefits. 
UA0 PRESENTS: 
LUDACRIS 





Beginning at 9 PM 
September 13th 
Anderson Arena 
10 AM-2 PM 
$22 floor/$20 bleachers 
CASH OR BURSAR ONLY 
Valid BGSU ID Required 
6 Ticket Maximum per person 
ISS 
NOW HIRING! 
For the BGSU 
[union] 
0 Flexible schedules 
EI Student management positions 
EJ 50% discount on food while working 
0 Uniforms furnished 
ei Potential to earn $1,000 scholarship after 
working 520 hours 
For an application: 
Stop by Wendy's at the BG Union 
or email your resume to 
pertoria.wen<ty*s<§>verizon.net 
419-728-0300 Qw manager tor details 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
• Two bedrooms    • 950 sq. feet 
• private balcony 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
• I &2 bedrooms    • quiet atmosphere 






Clough & Mercer 
ALL LOCATIONS 
• resident manager 
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance 
• central air & heat 
• laundry facilities 
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop 
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
352-0164 
-..;'■- i^^^B.^^^ns *&2*s!&RS/E&H jae& .:-..■■_■■'. 
WWW.B6NEWS.COM 
»■' 
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective. 
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but 
you need just one shot on time every 3 months 
to stay pregnancy-protected. So, unlike the Pill, 
Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control. 
Remember. Deoo-Provera doesn't protect 
you from HIV/AIDS or other sexually 
transmitted diseases. 
Some women using Depo-Provera experience 
side effects. The most common are irregular 
periods or spotting. Many women stop having 
periods altogether after a few months and some 
may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't 
use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if 
you have had any unexplained periods, or if you 
have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, 
or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there 
may be a possible decrease in bone density. 
Ask your health care professional about 
prescription Depo-Provera. 
See what Depo-Provera is all about. 
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or 
visit Pepo-Provera.cofv>. 
B>irtK con-trol ^ou -tKirvk ae>out jus-t 4-xa ye.ar. 
Please see important product information on adjacent page. 
e 2002 Ptormsc* Corporation UX00216I701 9/02 
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get a i:fe ^^k^^^ The calendar of events is taken from I    I^H 
^*™^^ http://events.bgsu.ttlu .    ^^^^^^ 
8 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 
Remembering 9/11: A Moment of 
Silence and Mozart's Requiem 
Doors will open at 8 a.m. At 8:35 
a.m.. a Color Guard will be pre- 
sented by Air Force and Army 
ROTC students, followed by bells 
tolling. At 8:47 a.m.. a moment of 
silence will be observed and then 
a performance of Mozart's 
Requiem. 
Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
A Commemoration of Losses/A 
Celebration of Hopes and 
Freedoms 




BG Recycles: The Sculptural 
Work ot Steven Siegel 
Siegel will be building a sculpture 
with the assistance of School ot 
Art students between Sept. 9-13th 
to the south side ot the Fine Arts 
Center. The sculpture will remain 
•on campus tor several years. 
Scheduled events include: 
Tuesday-Friday, 9/10-13: Siegel 
will work throughout the day with 
the assistance of sculpture and 
foundation classes. Event spon- 
sors include: the Provost's Office, 
the College ot Arts and Sciences. 
The Medici Circle, the School of 
Art, the Foundations Program, the 
Sculpture Club, the Clay Club, the 
Glass Club, and the Sculpture 
Program. 
Southside of the Fine Arts Center 
9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Recruitment Registration 
Panhellenic Council will have an 
intormation and registration table 
for recruitment. 
Union lobby 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
"In Memorium" 
A videotape presentation spon- 
sored by the Fine Arts Center 
Galleries. 
Nakamoto Gallery 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Inventing Contemporary 
Ornament: A National Invitational 
Exhibition 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
This is not a Photograph 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Delta Sigma Theta-lnlormation 
Table 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. -4 p.m. 
Membership Sign-Up 
The College Republicans will have 
an information and membership 
table to promote the organization. 
Education Steps 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Education Steps 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Tribute to Memories 




11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Free Ribbon Distribution in 
Remembrance of All Victims of 
Terrorism Worldwide 




Sigma Phi Epsilon Cook-out 
Sigma Phi Epsilon House 
Noon -1 p.m. 
Brown Bag Lunch: Drumming 
Circle for World Peace 
This will be a day with many 
memories and emotions.a day to 
honor the past and commit to a 
future built on peace and interde- 
pendence, loin the BGSU 
Drumming Circle for World Peace 
for an hour ot drumming, fellow- 
ship, and personal meditations. 
Drums or noise makers ol any sort 
are welcome. (There will be some 
instruments to share as well.) 
Participants also are welcome to 
simply listen, reflect, and be pre- 
sent. 
The Women's Center, 107Hanna 
Hall 
Noon 
Intellectual Discourse on the 
Events of 9/11 
Dr. Melissa Spitek's discussion 
will center on personality trait dif- 
ferences and how they related to 
people's choices in how much and 
what kind of television viewing 
they engaged in on Sept. 12. 
2001. In case ot inclement weath- 
er, the discussion will be moved to 
the McFall Gallery 
Lawn in front ot University Hall 
Noon - 9 p.m. 
John Denver Memorial Peace 
Cloth 
The Peace Cloth was created lor 
the International Day of Peace 
(Sept. 19,2000). It has since trav- 
eled the globe. The sections we 
have at BGSU are but a traction ot 
the entire cloth. Graduate Student 
Senate and the other co-sponsors 
have brought the Peace Cloth to 
BGSU to open discussions on the 
topics associated with the Peace 
Cloth. It is the intent ot the co- 
sponsors for the events surround 
the Peace Cloth to be educational, 
informative and thought provok- 
ing. From noon until 6 p.m., 
Counseling Center personnel will 
be available. At 6 p.m., Barbara 
Waddell will give a presentation 
on "Diversity". 
Union 308 - McMaster Room 
3:30 p.m. 
Education Abroad Re-Entry 
Program 
This is an education abroad pro- 
gram for all students who studied 
abroad during spring semester 
2002, academic year 2001-2002, 
or summer 2002. Come share your 
experience with other education 
abroad returnees. 
1103 Offenhauer West 
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
UPS Recruitment 
UPS will be recruiting students (or 
their organization. 
Union Lobby 
5 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
Career Services Erecruiting 
Attend one of these sessions to 
learn about the BGSU WorkNet. 
Career Services' new online regis- 
tration system. 
Union 201A - Sky Bank Meeting 
Room 
6 p.m. 
Yoga and Movement 
Improvisation for a Better World 
In Commemoration of Sept. 11 
Offered by the University Dance 
Alliance, a student organization in 
the School ol Human Movement, 
Sport and Leisure Studies, as part 
ol its Wednesday Dance Workshop 
Series Free and open to all-YOU 
DO NOT HAVE TO BE A DANCER! 
Taught by Or Halitu Osumare 
222Eppler North 
6 p.m. -10 p.m. 
Call-backs lor Berlin to 
Broadway with Kurt Weill 
The Theatre Department and the 
College ol Musical Arts are 
pleased to announce auditions for 
the upcoming (all joint production 
of "Berlin to Broadway with Kurt 
Weill." The show requires 12-16 
singers of various vocal types and 
styles. Those interested in audi- 
tioning should prepare one song, 
no more than 32 bars in length, 
and may use a song Irom the 
show if they wish. Sign-ups are 
available outside the theatre 
office at 338 South Hall. Auditions 
will be held Monday. Sept. 9, and 
Tuesday, Sept. 10, from 6-10 p.m. 
in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre in 
University Hall on the Bowling 
Green campus. Dates for the pro- 
duction are November 1-3 in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
Eva Mane Saint Theatre - Second 
Floor Umv Hall 
8 p.m. 
Faculty Artist Series: John 
Sampen, saxophone, and Mark 
Bunce. composer/engineer 
Music series featuring College ol 
Musical Arts Faculty. Free and 
open to the public. 




Join the entire Bowling Green 
Community in a tribute to those 
whose lives were lost and affected 
by the tragic event ol a year ago. 
The vigil will begin with students 
and community members march- 
ing from the west side ol campus 
eastward ending in the Alumni 
Mall area between Harshman and 
Kreischer. 
Starts at west side of campus 
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would like to 
remember those 
lost in the tragic 
events of 9/11 
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension 
CKPO-PBOVFBA-     xtracept rva hevton 
(meoVoMyta ufeuenone icruw »iectat>e v-iovmon USP) 
Thas product te intended lo prevent pregnancy It doot no! protect aoaaitt HrV 
infection (AIDS) and other seiueJfy transmitted »»•»■ 
WhM H DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive IniecOon? 
DfPO PROVlPA   ConPaCepV.*   t-yeclo-i   4   a   frm   O*   bnh   control   IKK   «   given   M   ar. 
wvni*4i''r<iar{t **><)•* I** t**not-or >*xx'*rK<r*tM-y JmonrM(l**«M} To 
torn*** y&* <o"Wai«**e protection, you mvrt TUT> or xxr not -njetMn oru—oiv *t f* 
end of i "wflv, fl -eeWI 0*»O-PRCMRA co-tarn rneonMyproge werone acetate . 
Chemcat amlar to < but not the ur-e at) ffw "et.*al homw progeite-one **«•> n p-OOuced 
or your ovanei ounpj the teccx-d tart or yoix ir*r«n** eye* DfPOPRfMRA acti by 
' "itttM Watee) *^y" the o»anei « 
7 loom and reUi n pregnancy W"0 
1 <***» evangel « the Imc' jc-X Ulerui fat ""at* * «u Mieiy fer pregnancy lo QCCUT 
Ho- .Met... I. DlfO.MOVtKA Contr.c.pd.. I*,.,*.* ^^ 
'he effcacy ol D£PO PWOVfRA Gwi'Kfpi've- in^tewn dtp**, on fe*o*vif t-* 
nptommwWro dow{r Kheoj* ..*!>, M Vto* often do I get my mot o' C*PO PRCvtiRA 
Contraeeptve   "xeetonr)      lo  <ru*e   nxe   rou   »'*  not   pregnant   ■*»"   yOu   *T*   1* 
«fO«OV(RA Conlracept-* Inject**. yOur fc.it ijeelO-   -"utt t* gn*n ONLY C*m 
the t-ll * daw ol a -y>rm«l rnenwrual period ONLY *tr*v «* '.it 5 dm afle- chadbirih.1rot 
bo-ait teect-g «-« 'n(iuv*>. (react feeding ONLY at !-* v.in *r«4 »**>< <tUdVt" t*i 
k»"«M»rtn  ^vcUtM  contrMptn*  vrften  JdmfBenM  «   !-r»onth   (DwtM)   ««%•". 
DfPO P«M RA Com-Mpt.,* W—ct^n « Ovf W% HltXtoe rnjlung rt orw of tht rnoit r*Mo* 
"wthodi o< b*in tonwl wMbW IM mtom thji tht •^rip *v<u/[«|n*xy 'Ht n «, Man 
on. kx r*>y iCO nd**" «Ao iM D€PO P**OVtBA Ih. vfl>C1iwr«w o' ny* tonvxtplnt 
"WooVdrpmck ^ p*n on Sow -*jOr, M« worn* *•* oV ««nocl Tt» Htev-^,*ii ol 
CK PO PflOvt •** ofpmdi o"y on th» p*MM mumni r«n» J n-*»mK (13 *♦«•« fcx nf n«^ 
mjrrton    X*x ■*»!»<*» pm-df   -*  hr« ycj  (o-«*«  C€PO WKMBA w* othfr 
(orvtr*rp[^ mMNodl jndffNta.tr>. «*»mujton you need n onler W 0K <* *•*(*! 
(0>Mf*(eptr^ rr«rhod 1 the n]hl (hc-t. lor vou 
The totownj -iti* «w<wi the pen:em ol -omen «.«|ot pnnjnani -h*> w* d«r>vi kindt ol 
(OnVMept-^ "nethodi K f^ioo«> thelej-m rc^tro'.:r o'trrw—xy (the r»fe .TOrKted 
m -omen -<-o m. r*th method eiicVy u >t ITOMNI be ciedl *id the tf>c*i t»te of prefruncy 
•.' you h** hid f*me- o< (he prent 
• .1 you "»-f hid i itrcW 
• if yOu "M<*h*ve'jCl -lOOd ("DM (pheOtl) ' yOuf leg! 
• 4 you •** proOem^ mi" «x< .-^.r m • ,f a4CM« 
• if you tt .vterfft to D£PO PflOVERA (f*»ed--ypro(nien»ne «cfU<e or vy of a other 
■,--i:r*-. 
WhM other thlna* should I coniklor beloro uilng DEPOPROVERA 
CorrkacepUvo InttctionT 
tbu -< *uwe < pnyw* e«*~>n*Hon Oefrye yO-. dorcr pnhxnpei OtCO PWMftA « it 
•mpOMiM to l^ your -*»th t*. prth-der / you h*« *ny o' Iht <0»own( 
• i urmr, mtory o* bnmt imcer 
• *• iovi"» n-*~n^op*n-(t-ejit ■-•»r)>Oro<<fl< o-ent die*** treul nodJei 0> k/npior 
Cteedf from you- nppWl 
• bdney ate** 
• ""*tuU/ o* «*nty me-mrm* pfodi 
■ r»jh etood pnntu'e 
• mMw headMhei 
• Mmi 
• IpAlpil (<Onvu"HOni o» le-I*/*!) 
• d-jbrin c J '*"*, Mta-y o' dtotie 
• 4 hittOry of depnyivor1 
• '' yOu ire Ukina in, preMnpbon or OM'thtr-cOi^,'C' mecVMioril 
Thri product is tnteodod lo prevent proonancy. It dori not protect agams! 
tran»rr,,»,or> ol HIV (AIDS) and other saiuatty transmrttad dtsaasas such ae 
chlamydia. oental herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphhtle. 
What it i want to become pregnant attar uiog DEPO-PROVERA Contraoaptrva 
AOvearMl 
Women —ho uw hormone-bued (onUMrptnwi mjy KM »-. incre*ied rut of food doU or 
• tonvtenft* mer-o* eaeaa, there | * poiublih/ thjt the lerMied eQ —« bafn 
to Oeaetop outsde of the ufnui (ecloix prefier<y) AW. ihete ei«n!i «r« »».. you ihouN) 
!c< yo^ •*■"><*«■ prowdf il you i-ne *ny o» l*« proofem* Sited >" the ne»l lecbcn 
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA 
Contraceptive MectWn? 
Ca» yOur nejnh-c*"* pTj^Or- 'mmedJWy if »rry of thrie p-oben-i OTtur •bUo—n| m\ m^mor 
ofDfPOMOVtAA 
• W*-p thrit p*n coufhng up of PtooC. or ludden inortneii of breath (moxatr* t powOt dot 
ntht tx«> 
■ ludden UMtre htedtcht or xomninii duv>e» 0* fanbrf. protHerm —nh your eytvgM or 
Ipeech *e*Mwu. or numpnen m »n *-m or >af <>r<d«lls^ J pOWtl* Uroke) 
• wet. pan o> lnnHmj *i the (*■ (ndttfng a pun bW (*t « the leg) 
■~- *bO«m»rul »-«N 
i effects 01 DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection? 
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Not et -omen yioukj uie D(PC>PRCMI*A tbu tf»x*J net irie CXPC PWMKA ■< 
nof the beo—u; condoom 
you eVa you mraht be pntgrunt 
• '* you h*ve any vagrul bleedni <*«hout • known reason 
Because KPO-PROvW i * onj *rv>| bnh cor»oi metroo 1 uWt «m» w-* ute, you, m, 
n#xtionorlHe»*ctio-earo'' 8*wdo«thereWlifromii»r|en^oOr«ina*iy'Tfd Statet, 
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bw>«OVERA ha no e»eo o" " 
What are fee neks of ue, 
I rrpjuor Mmirud BWedre 
'he wdf e*ect •wo'ted r-oit fc-egue^r by -o-*n -no ute DtPO-PiKrVil^ far 
cc>r*jcept)on n a (htrfe <n the* norm* memiruai tf. 0."->( t'e l"it ^*- o' -i-g 
D(PO PdOVcRA ,o. m.eht KM on* or more of the faio—( charfK rrejJ*' o- 
k^onNktabWoieedngo'ootTnta-i icraie c det'eaie n -♦-ivuai c*eed>« or no a*eedr>g 
a'*l iJ^jwaay ntavy or continuouil^edntho-rnr i *ot a uiuale>>a ofDEPO WOVERA 
and if tm happeni you ihouio we yOu» "e*"h-tare p'ovde' 'ft awiy W.a* <cmn«eO ut* of 
CEPO-PBOVtRA, bWed^B usuaS, oecnmei a-d many -omen pop hawn. pmodi eompkrtah; 
n ckncai ftudet of Dtt) PWOVSRA H\ o' d<e -omen ttud*d repoted -o mernkual 
t>"H)->|(a^»^i"**iM*»' >ea'of uie.andeMo<tht women tiuded nypo'ted no merntrual 
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Monday Sept 9: 
Complainant called and advised 
subiect fell and hit his head and 
possibly had a concussion. Subiect 
transported to Wood County 
Hospital 
Complainant reported vandalism 
in the men's reslroom at the Union. 
A student has had some prob- 
lems with an individual in her 
hometown of Clyde The Unite 
Director wanted the University Police 
aware this 
Complainant reported her vehicle 
was scratched while parked in Lot H 
Complainant reported he lost his 
cellular phone at Sigma Chi fraterni- 
ty 
Complainant reported a computer 
server was being hacked into at 
Hayes Hall 
Eric Thompson of Wapakoneta. 
Oh.o, was traveling southbound in 
Lot 6. Blair Montgomery ot Xema. 
Ohio, was traveling westbound in 
Lot 6. Thompson's vehicle was pro- 
ceeding into Ihe intersection and 
tailed to yield the right ot way lo 
Montgomery's vehicle Montgomery's 
vehicle tried lo swerve to avoid hit- 
ting Thompson's vehicle, but struck 
Thompson's vehicle left rear bumper 
area 
Complainant reported that he 
was contacted by a suspicious male 
who was attempting to have people 















Panama City Beach 
South Padre Island a Vail 
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"[The] reason was the obvious association 
of the name with the terror attacks of 
September 11." 
A spokeswoman lor a German magistrates court on why a Turkish couple was 
refused permission by officials to name their child Osama bin Laden. 
Ohio residents help with September 11 efforts 
Governor Boh Tail 
As the horror of September 11 
is viewed from the distance of a 
year, we are still coming to terms 
with the enormity of our loss and 
the impact on our lives as 
Americans. Not since Pearl 
Harbor have we suffered an 
enemy attack on American soil. 
During this week of commem- 
oration, we continue to search 
for meaning as we view the sear- 
ing images replayed on our tele- 
vision screens. President Bush 
rightfully called these acts "evil." 
In the aftermath, we saw good 
in the acts of a firefighter, a vol- 
unteer, a blood donor, a rescue 
worker, a crane operator, a chap- 
lain, a counselor, a medical 
examiner, a nurse, and all the 
many others who responded at 
the World Trade Center, the 
Pentagon, or the crash site in 
Pennsylvania. 
Many Ohioans were among 
the volunteers, responders. and 
workers at the three sites. As a 
thank you to them and a com- 
memoration of 9/11, we have 
invited them and all Ohioans to 
participate in a ceremony at 8:30 
am., Sept. 11, at the Statehouse. 
To date, we've heard from nearly 
400 Ohioans who worked or vol- 
unteered in New York City, 
Washington D.C, or ShanksviUc, 
Pennsylvania and who plan lo 
attend. 
We know that thousands and 
thousands of other Ohioans gave 
blood, donated money, filled in 
for those who volunteered, or 
prayed for the victims and their 
families. 
Those prayers continue for the 
men and women serving over- 
seas to prosecute the war on ter- 
rorism. Sadly, seven Ohioans 
have lost their lives during this 
war. We grieve with their families 
and hope they find solace in the 
knowledge that their loss will 
make our country safer from ter- 
rorist acts 
The Ohio National Guard 
served us well by protecting mili- 
tary installations, other potential 
targets, and securing the air- 
ports. I visited a number of 
troops around the state and I can 
say that all of them took great 
pride in their service to their 
country. 
On the front-lines in New York 
were the members of Task Force 
One, the Dayton area search and 
rescue unit, whom I greeted 
upon their return to Ohio. They 
are true heroes The fires were 
still smoldering and the rubble 
unstable but this team of men 
and women and specially 
trained dogs bravely risked life 
and limb in the search for sur- 
vivors and the recovery of bodies. 
From all walks of life, Ohioans 
responded in their own way. 
Here are a few examples: 
In a drive led by the Akron 
Beacon loumal, money was 
raised to replace fire engines and 
equipment lost by the New York 
City Fire Department. 
Sharon Deitrick. an Akron 
interior designer, placed her 
business on hold to raise money 
for a memorial to honor those 
who lost their Uves in the United 
Airlines Flight 93 crash in 
ShanksviUe. 
Kyle Hedderly, 14, may have 
been Ohio's youngest volunteer 
at Ground Zero when he accom- 
panied his mother, lodanna 
leBam, to work at the American 
Red Cross Family Center. He 
served as a peer counselor to 
young people. 
Chaplain Lie lames R. 
Hud field. Air National Guard, of 
Kettering was dispatched to the 
Pentagon to counsel families of 
victims and workers 
One Ohio family still faces a 
burial. On September 14. 
Christina Sunga Ryook. 25, who 
lost her life at the World Trade 
Center, will be laid to rest in a 
cemetery in Westlake. 
I want to express my condo- 
lence to all Ohio families, includ- 
ing the Ryook family, who lost a 
loved one on Sept. 11. Many vic- 
tims had Ohio ties, lived here, 
were bom here, or attended 
school here. Some had moved 
away but their families stayed in 
Ohio All of you remain in our 
prayers, as do all the innocent 
people who died due to the hor- 
rendous attack on our nation. 
There are so many, many 
Ohioans who gave so much to 
comfort the victims, lo help ease 
the financial burden of the fami- 
lies, and to serve their country in 
this time of war. The horror of 
that day remains with us today 
and everyday. 
Thank you, Ohioans, for 
answering your nation's call to 
service. You have reminded us of 
the goodness in our world. You 
have shown the true American 
spirit by responding in person, 
by prayer, or by comforting those 
who suffered. 




A quiet exhaustion permeates 
the room. A young man sits next 
to his weakened wife. The smil- 
ing woman lying in the bed 
holds her arms wide open. A 
middle-aged doctor whispers, 
"Congratulations, you have a 
healthy child." as he places the 
crying newborn into the 
woman's arms. She holds him 
tenderly and coos, "Hello, 
Osama.. .I'm your mommy, and 
this is your daddy..." Dear God, 
can it be? Someone has the 
audacity to name their child 
Osama bin laden? Oh, the 
shame! The cruelty! The unlaw- 
fulness! 
At least, that is what many are 
saying after hearing of a Turkish 
couple living in Germany that 
attempted to name their child 
Osama bin Laden. German offi- 
cials promptly rejected the 
name. In Germany, there are 
guidelines to selecting a name 
for a baby. A name must clearly 
identify the child's gender (no 
"Andy" or "lesse") and must not 
ridicule the child (no "Oops") or 
be offensive (no "Friggin' Freak") 
in order to be registered. They 
do, however, allow names to be 
registered if they are accepted in 
the couple's native country. 
Unfortunately, Turkey does not 
allow the name, either. Can we 
spell S-O-L? Herein lies the con- 
troversy 
Another interesting fact is that 
CNN.com took a survey of about 
258,000 readers to see who 
agreed with the German officials' 
decision. Sixty-eight percent 
agreed and said the name is 
offensive. I would imagine that 
many of our readers here on 
campus would also agree with 
that sentiment. Well I officially 
stand up and say that I vehe- 
mently disagree with that deci- 
sion. It may seem obvious that it 
is inappropriate lo name one's 
child after a man that allegedly 
masterminded an attack that left 
thousands dead and billions 
mourning. Yet there is a deeper 
issue at hand: the freedom of 
choice. We may agree that Hitler 
and bin Laden are two names 
that should not be given to 
babies, but where do we go from 
there? I low does one decide 
what name is appropriate or 
not? It is based on personal val- 
ues. Though most of us are angry 
over the 9/11 attacks, there are 
also many that are elated! There 
is more than one side to every 
issue and every story. 
Think of it this way. Osama bin 
Laden is not a tenorist, per se. I 
say that because he actually 
declared war upon the United 
States, and taken actions to back 
up that declaration. When our 
nation declares war, we act 
accordingly. If you don't believe 
me, grab your history book and 
look up Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki. If Osama bin Laden, a 
man that has declared official 
war, is a terrorist, then so are we. 
I am not at all condoning his 
actions. I am putting this situa- 
tion in a different, more objec- 
tive perspective. If bin Laden is a 
terrorist, then so were the 
Christians who fought in the 
Crusades. Osama bin laden is 
not some diseased, insane per- 
son that belongs in hell. He is 
just like us, and we got a taste of 
our own medicine. 
That issue aside, even if we still 
felt that Osama bin Laden is a 
terrible man, why should that be 
reason to ban his name? It is just 
a name. Jeffrey Dahmer killed 
and ate people. Does that mean 
that we stop naming our babies 
Jeffrey? Napoleon nearly took 
over the world. Does that mean 
we ban his name? Suppose the 
Ku Klux Klan tried to ban the 
names of the major civil rights 
leaders that fought racism? 
Would we support that? The 
problem is that we consider our 
own perspective to be the one 
that matters most. So if we feel 
that something is wrong or 
offensive, then everyone should 
feel that way, and if they do not, 
they are traitors. Is this a fair way 
to think? 
So finally, yes, Osama bin 
Laden did a terrible thing, and to 
publicly honor him would cause 
a world (literally) of controversy. 
Does that mean that honoring of 
him should be banned? I could 
complain that someone named 
their kid Bob because Bob stole 
my girlfriend in high school. 
What's the problem with that? To 
me, Bob was a bad guy. To name 
the kid after a guy that I feel is 
bad would be an insult to me, 
right? Is this how we are sup- 
posed to think? While we're at it, 
the Satanists can ban the name 
of lesus. Christians can ban the 
name of ludas. Wall Street can 
ban the name of Kenneth lay. 
People, when does it stop? 
Where do we draw the line? Or 
better yet. why must a line even 
be drawn? 
PEOPLE   Cultural theft from 
yesterday and today ON THE STREET 
Are you doing 
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In 1816, according to USA 
Today. Thomas Bruce, removed 
from the Parthenon, located on 
the Acropolis in Greece, large 
statues and a temple facade, 
now housed in the British 
Museum. The controversy of 
whom these historical artifacts, 
numbering over 200, belong to 
has been in question since 
their removal. The museum 
paid Thomas Bruce for the arti- 
facts and they legally belong to 
the museum, but that is only 
part of their argument. 
Antiquities are quite delicate 
and museum officials cling to 
this as a top reason for not 
returning the marbles. To belay 
fears that the marbles will dete- 
riorate if removed from the cli- 
mate controlled museum, a 
new structure will be built to 
house them, the New Acropolis 
Museum, when and if they are 
returned. The museum is pro- 
jected to open the summer of 
2004, marbles or no. 
This is an outrage to me. The 
marbles were stolen and 
though the British Museum 
paid for them, they have done 
nothing but accept stolen 
property. Culturally, how 
would we feel if some antiqui- 
ties dealer decided that the 
Washington Memorial should 
be relocated lo another coun- 
try, to save it from the effects of 
pollution and general decay? 
We would be outraged at even 
the suggestion, and why 
wouldn't we be? The memorial 
is part of our heritage and 
should remain in its current 
location, as a symbol of conti- 
nuity. By not returning the 
F.lgin marbles to Greece, the 
British are performing cultural 
theft, stealing from the Greek's 
part of their history and social 
identity. 
I can understand the reasons 
that other cultures have for col- 
lecting antiquities The amount 
of knowledge gained from 
studying ancient artifacts helps 
us to piece together the past, 
but at what cost? The looted 
country loses part of its past. 
Why is it done then? Just so we 
dont have to travel to distant 
comers of the earth to see 
these "greats". If museums 
wanted to display culturally 
significant relics couldn't they 
do shows like the Ancient 
Egyptian art display that the 
British Museum sent to the 
Toledo Museum two summers 
ago? Oh the costs involved, the 
work, what if they are dam- 
aged, of the three of those 
arguments only the damage 
worries me. If we want to see 
them, we should be willing to 
first ask if they are available, 
and then ask if we can borrow 
them, borrow being the impor- 
tant word, because we all know 
naturalization is theft. 
I have seen the marbles I 
was appalled at the exhibit 
when I saw them four years 
ago. Taking up almost an entire 
room of the British Museum is 
the facade of a temple, it was 
just chillin' there, looking old 
and totally out of place. One 
level below, in the basement of 
the museum, there are over 
100 statues, standing and sit- 
ting, what a waste. 
The three sisters, or Fates, 
each headless but identifiable, 
were posed on a black pedestal 
in a separate room, though not 
neglected, still out-of place. 
Clotho should have spun Bruce 
a shorter string; they'd have 
stayed home then. Wouldn't 
they be better displayed along 
with the rest of the period 
pieces back in Greece? Yes, so 
why haven't they been 
returned? It's selfish: the muse- 
um says that the marbles are 
seen by more people in 
Europe, yeah by British people 
and tourists, would they not be 
more appreciated by Greek 
children during their visits to 
the museum? That in my opin- 
ion is what art is for. It speaks 
to us in significant ways, 
through time, to those who are 
willing to listen. Those who 
most need the message are 
those whose history the art 
shares. 
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SEPTEMBER 11, ONE YEAR LATER 
We are more alike than different 
Editor's note: The following are opinion style pieces written by various college students reflecting not only their own experiences, but also those of 
their campus communities as a whole. These pieces reflect the feelings of that horrific day in history one year ago today, and the changes that 
have taken place since on their campuses and in their communities. I would like to thank all of those who took the time to write these pieces 
specifically for The BG News. These college students are from all over the United States, but reactions from Canada and Switzerland are also 
represented This collection was meant to help the University community see how others have dealt with this tragedy and to recognize that col- 
lege students all over the world were and continue to be affected by this tragedy. 
CINDY 
BERTEA 
California Stale, Fullerton 
Tuesday. Sepi. 11,7:45 a.m. 
I had just woken up lo an 
overcast day. 
After wiping the sleep from my 
eyes. I was ready to jump in the 
shower and prepare for a day trip 
with my grandfather to the Getty 
Museum. I wanted to spend 
some time with him before I left 
the following week for a 10- 
month study abroad program in 
lapan. 
Then the phone rang 
It was my brother, calling from 
his work. He urged me to turn on 
the television to see what he 
frantically described as a terrorist 
attack using airplanes. 
My mind a sleep-addled blur. I 
did not immediately compre- 
hend his meaning After imagin- 
ing a range of bad action movie 
sequences. I 
asked if he was 
okay. 
"Yes, now 
just go turn 
on the tele- 
vision," 
he answered before abruptly 
hanging up. 
In the following hours, like 
most Americans, I gazed in hor- 
ror and shock at the terror 
attacks unfolding on the screen. 
Then it hit me. How will this 
affect my impending trip? 
Friends and family were quick to 
point out that this event was 
much bigger than my adventure 
to study overseas, and that I 
should be thankful to be healthy 
and in a safe environment. 
Luckily, I was able to leave at 
the original departure date, but 
with added stress. Not only was I 
nervous about carving a niche 
for myself in a non-native cul- 
ture, but now I also had to worry 
about how events would unfold 
in my home country while I 
watched from across the Pacific 
Ocean. 
After landing in lapan, I quick- 
ly learned that there was no bet- 
ter antidote to the post-Sept. 11 
blues than learning to navigate 
the metropolitan monster 
named Tokyo. I was able to 
watch from afar with a detached 
sense of worry. 
Even now. I cannot fathom the 
fear or helplessness that my fel- 
low citizens must have lived with 
on a daily basis in the period 
immediately following Sept. 11. 
Although events following the 
initial attacks were not given 
precedence in the local news. I 
fine-tuned my ear and eye to 
hear and read the Japanese bor- 
rowed word for terror, "le-row." I 
would strain to understand the 
Japanese coverage, but often 
relied on pictures. 
Once classes started and I had 
daily access to the Internet and 
local English newspapers, I was 
able to become more well- 
informed But did I really want 
to? 
I was scared, and the lapan 
Times headlines I read on a dairy 
basis did not help. 
Anthrax, presumed nuclear 
threats, and finally, war. 
I remember the day I learned 
the Japanese word for war. My 
host mother and I were prepar- 
ing for a visit to Kamakura, one 
of Japan's former capitals, and 
she rushed downstairs uttering 
"Sensoo desu yo." or "It's war, 
you know." 
I could sense an urgency to 
what she was expressing, and I 
consulted my dictionary. What 1 
read confirmed my fears: "War." 
Even though it's hard to admit, 
in the months following these 
events, my feverish interest in 
the American war on terror 
waned. I was not going to allow 
the troublesome climate of my 
home country to infringe on 
exploring my unique surround- 
ings. 
Despite being able to function 
on a dairy basis without hearing 
about the Sept. 11 attacks, occa- 
sionally painful reminders would 
surface. 
The bustling train 
station/underground mall near 
my residence contained a popu- 
lar bookstore that seemed to dis- 
play a different Sept 11 book 
each week. 
Also. Japanese friends were all- 
too eager to show me pictures of 
the flaming World Trade Center 
that they had downloaded on 
their cellular phones. 
But the most poignan 
reminder happened while in 
Kyoto, which was Japan's capital 
before Tokyo. While enjoying the 
picturesque view from the roof 
of the sprawling and modem 
Kyoto station, a Japanese man 
beckoned for my attention. 
I had seen him earlier speak- 
ing sign language with a com- 
panion, and wondered what he 
wanted. I acknowledged him 
and watched him gesture the 
outline of two tall buildings, then 
an airplane crashing into them. 
It seemed a bit callous. 
"I know I am a foreigner, but 
don't rub it in," I thought. 
Subsequently, I was 
moved by his sympathy 
as he placed both 
palms over his 
heart and looked 
skyward in reverence. 
After returning home in July, I 
realized that these small 
reminders broke my complacent 
bubble of ignorance and denial. I 
will never be able to compre- 
hend the anxiety Americans 
lived with on a daily basis during 
this last year. 
I am thankful, though, for 
those small instances in Japan 
that armed me with a sympa- 
thetic glimpse of the apprehen- 
sion and turmoil experienced by 
citizens in the wake of the Sept. 
11 attacks. 
Cindy Bertea is a copy editor 
for Tile Daily Titan ai California 
State, Fullerton located in 
Fullerton, California. She was in 
Japan during tlie Sept. 11 attacks 




California State, Fullerton 
Attached with nearly every 
Sept. 11 retrospective is a time- 
line of events. I don't remember 
what time I woke up, or when I 
wandered to the newsroom in 
an effort to keep my daily rou- 
tine or when I left the newsroom 
after spending the day writing an 
article for the issue that would 
come out the next day. 
I just know that I woke up 
unusually early that morning to 
the sound of news on the televi- 
sion in the living room. 
My dorm roommates were not 
the type to watch morning news, 
let alone wake up in the morning 
with enough time to do so before 
running late to class. 
I couldn't tell what Peter 
Jennings was talking about until 
I wandered into the living room 
to find my roommate Katie cry- 
ing as she paced the room. We 
were being bombed she said, 
and she mentioned planes head- 
ed to Washington D.C. That was 
when I went numb and calmly 
walked back to my room lo see if 
my friend going to George 
Washington University in D.C. 
was signed onto AIM and safe. 
She described chaos and every 
few minutes or so I wouldn't sec 
a response from her because, 
she would tell me later, she had 
heard a plane overhead and 
began to panic 
It was my first semester on the 
newspaper and I didn't know 
how the Daily Titan would han- 
dle it. Would school be canceled? 
Would there be anything for me 
to do if I went to the newsroom? 
The full effects of the day had - 
n't seeped in by that point, as I'm 
sure it hadn't for most of us west- 
coasters - so I continued with 
routine and walked across cam- 
pus to the news- 
room. 
I was still in a mental- 
ly vacant state when 1 
crossed the street to the 
Communications building 
and saw four or five of my fellow 
Daily Titan staffers running past 
me in the opposite direction 
towards campus Normally I 
would have felt that ambitious 
"need to know" what everyone 
else was working on for the 
newspaper, but I started reckon- 
ing with the thought of priorities 
at that point. Here I was main- 
taining the same routine and 
hundreds of people had been 
plowed into two beacons of the 
New 
York City skyline 
when all they expect- 
ed to do was make a 
quick flight from Boston. 1 
made my way to the news- 
room just the same. 
Once inside, I felt panic, 
this need to hurry, faculty 
advisers here huddled in the cor- 
ner and our news editor was 
handing out stories. We were 
going to cover Sept. 11. 
All of the staffers, at least 30 
enrolled in the class, and all of 
the editors were gathered to 
report what was happening It 
was instinct and it was therapeu- 
tic. 
1 claimed a story on the politi- 
cal ram ifications of the day and 
spent my time calling U.S. repre- 
latives, state sena- 
tors and the city 
mayor. It kept me busy. When 
the rest of the campus left in a 
mass exodus from the parking 
lot after class was cancelled at 11 
a.m. - we watched the cars from 
our sixth floor window amid 
waiting for our phone calls to be 
returned. 
One by one, staff writers fin- 
ished their stories and left. I did- 
n't want to leave. I discovered 
that when you're trying lo report 
on a catastrophic event, even 
when you're a student newspa- 
per, you focus on the facts not 
the emotions. I didn't cry that 
day until my cell phone rang 
later that afternoon and I knew il 
was my mom. Someone from 
my hometown. Palm Springs, 
had been on one of the 
planes. I didn't know the 
woman but it easily could 
have been anyone and my 
mom and I would have felt 
the same way. After hang- 
ing up with my mom, I 
finished my story and 
hesitantly walked out 
the door so I could 
make the long walk 
back to the dorms. 
I thought there 
would be more 
attacks the next day 
and if not then, the next week. 
Nothing more happened, so we 
went on reporting - it was the 
onlywaytomakesenseofitall. 
Kim I'ierceall is the editor-in- 
chief of Tlie Daily Titan at 




Tarleton State University 
One year ago, on the morning 
of Sept. 11,2001,1 awoke just like 
any other day. Little did I know 
that this day would become for- 
ever infamous in my mind. 
During my usually busy morn- 
ings I rarefy, if ever, turn on the 
television but something drew 
me to do so on this particular 
day. 
I will never forget the image I 
saw The picture came into view 
just in time to see the second 
plane hit the uninjured tower. 
Shortly after, I saw the first tower 
collapse to the ground as if it had 
never stood I sat there on my 
couch contemplating whether I 
was still asleep, or if this was real- 
ly happening. The only emotion 
that I could feel was shock. 
Sadness wouldn't come until 
later. 
Once I realized that this was 
real, I finished getting ready and 
headed straight to the news- 
room. It was chaos. The entire 
editorial staff was there. Some 
glued to the TV others pulling 
stories and photos from the wire, 
others on the phone getting 
campus reaction. 
As the day went on and I went 
to class, the image wasn't much 
different. Every television set on 
campus was surrounded by 
dozens of students. I remember 
watching TV as long as I could 
before going to my first class, 
where we would discuss the 
events the entire hour. When I 
left the classroom and got lo the 
nearest television, the second 
tower had fallen. 
On this day, there weren't 
many smiles, waves or horns 
honking as I walked down the 
sidewalks of campus. It was a 
very universal somber mood. 
There wasn't a single conversa- 
tion I heard that day that wasn't 
directed at the horrific events of 
that morning. 
Many lives were lost that day 
because our freedom is so covet- 
ed, but our university did little to 
honor those new heroes. 
Fraternity rush activities contin- 
ued, the football game was 
played, classes went on as nor- 
mal and nothing seemed to 
change. There was no memorial 
service; there was no remem- 
brance. The only thing that our 
university did was to hold a 
poorly advertised, scarcely 
attended forum. 
Our leaders did ask us to move 
on with our lives with normalcy 
- and I completely agreed - but 
in my opinion, what our univer- 
sity did was disrespectful. Now, a 
year later, the university and city 
have planned several events in 
honor of those who died and 
who served. As we wait in fear 
that a war will ensue, it is just as 
important, if not more, to make 
sure that we as Americans hold 
on to the collectiveness that 
these tragic events brought 
about. Even though it may have 
come a year too late, 1 am thank- 
ful that we will be doing some- 
thing in memoriam to all of the 
women, men and children who 
innocently died at the hands of 
terrorists. 
Caleb Oiapinan is the editor- 
in-chief for Thej-TACat Tarleton 
State Uniivrsily in Stephemnlle, 
Texas. 
© ANN MCDONALD Franklin College, Switzerland 
On Sept. 11,2001,1 sat in the 
Franklin College Switzerland 
den next to my Jordanian friend 
watching the terror on tv. I 
silently gazed across the room 
and could hear conversations 
in Spanish. French, Arabic, 
Russian, English, Italian, 
Chinese, and even Maltese in 
response to the news. Suddenly, 
I realized my role as an 
American student in an interna- 
tional environment, which is to 
maintain my level of under- 
standing and sensitivity towards 
other cultures while still 
expressing my emotions and 
love for my country. This is pos- 
sible and necessary when one 
attends an American college 
representing more than 60 
countries in a foreign land. 
However, confusion and fear 
lingered and necessary precau- 
tions were taken. Adding to the 
chaos, the Swiss and Italian 
media lurked on and off cam- 
pus searching for our reactions 
to the event. Consequently, 
security guards were placed at 
the college entrances to prevent 
intruders and to create a safer 
environment during such a vul- 
nerable time. After a few weeks, 
the armed guards were no 
longer necessary and the col- 
lege functioned safely and nor- 
mally. The effects of the attack 
reached the hearts of many stu- 
dents at the school. It even 
claimed the life of a relative of a 
former student. It also 
decreased the value of the dollar 
compared to the Swiss franc 
The war also caused hesitation 
for weekend travels to densely 
populated cities. We used more 
precautions while traveling and 
I spoke less English in public to 
avoid drawing attention lo 
myself. I was not like some 
Americans in the United States 
who wore patriotic t-shirts and 
preached demolishing the 
entire nation of Afghanistan for 
healing or revenge. Instead, stu- 
dents had open discussions in 
and outside of class about ter- 
rorism and intolerance. We edu- 
cated ourselves and transcend- 
ed our nationalist identity to 
function in our international 
community. Students here are 
not profiled because of race or 
religion for security reasons 
because it simply counter-acts 
the entire mission of an interna- 
tional institution. We still have 
our civil liberties and our safety 
as Americans, Japanese, 
Bahamians, or Syrians. 
Overall, the attacks against 
the United States created more 
cultural awareness and forced 
us to understand the conflict 
rather than fight it. As for any 
drastic security changes, none 
were needed because our safety 
lies within self-control and 
respect for other cultures. I only 
wish more people had the sen- 
sibility and circumstances lo 
practice more tolerance, which 
would ultimately lead to greater 
understanding and peace. 
Ann McDonald is the editor- 
in-chief for Tlie Enlightenment 
in Lugano, Switzerland. Ann is 
originally from Latrobe, 
Pennsylvania 
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SEPTEMBER 11, ONE YEAR LATER 
MAURA 
BUCK 
East Carolina University 
As we approach this somber 
day in American history, it 
seems inevitable to reflect upon 
the past year. Since that day. 
Americans have been bombard- 
ed with subsequent threats to 
their security as well as images 
of the faces of terror who stolt 
the lives of over 3,000 in a few 
short hours on a Tuesday morn- 
ing that started unlike any other. 
Last year, every student on 
every campus across this nation 
sat mesmerized in student cen- 
ters, residence halls and apart- 
ments as we watched our nation 
fall victim to faceless terrorists. 
One year later, those 18 hijackers 
not only have faces but also 
names and yet we are still 
searching for answers to many 
of the hardest questions this 
nation has ever had to face. 
Questions like; Will we ever feel 
safe again? 
College students are 
not unlike 
any other Americans, they too 
desire to find answers in a most 
uncertain world. The only differ- 
ence? We are trying to learn the 
answers to these questions at 
the same time we try to leam 
about how we want to spend the 
rest of our lives. University life 
has been effected tremendously 
by last year's terror attacks. 
Perhaps I can't speak for every 
other academic institution 
across the nation, but 1 have 
taken note of a number of at 
my university, East Carolina 
University, in Greenville, N.C 
Some of the reactions post- 
Sept. 11 have represented some 
of the very best acts of goodness 
stemming from the evil that 
took place on that dark day. 
Some of the reactions reflect an 
ignorance some students pos- 
sess toward people of different 
cultures. Luckily, though the 
positives have outweighed the 
negatives in state 
throughout 
the country. 
In fact, there seems to be a 
reoccurring theme throughout 
the months following Sept. 11 in 
each on of us - we have all 
learned and with knowledge is 
power. 
Immediately following Sept. 
11. the faculty, staff and students 
at ECU organized memorials, 
donated blood as well as money 
to the victims of September 11. 
Students everywhere showed 
the strength of their character by 
responding in such selfless ways. 
These were some of the very 
best acts. 
Academic practices have 
changed as well. It seems that 
post- Sept. 11 course work has 
been restructured to represent a 
culmination of life after tragedy 
and its effects on nearly every 
aspect of academia.  In other 
words, business instructors are 
focusing on the 
effects on the econ- 






cy issues, sociology courses are 
designed to talk about life in 
other cultures, especially those 
in the Middle East. The list goes 
on and on. 
Students, for the most part, 
remain the same. Our goals are 
not different from when we 
started at our respective institu- 
tions Each of us intends to grad- 
uate and apply the knowledge 
gained at school to a career. 
Although it is disheartening to 
think that it took a major 
tragedy to bring together a 
nation, it is my assessment that 
this past year has changed stu- 
dents as well as Americans for 
the better. Republicans, 
Democrats, international stu- 
dents, non-traditional students, 
university presidents and faculty 
and staff members have all 
changed. We have now realized, 
in that one day, that we are all 
more alike than we are different. 
Maura Buck is tlie editor-in- 
chief of The East Carolinian at 
East Carolina University. 
BILL 
KNUST 
NW MO State 
University 
I have been asked to write an 
editorial on our University after 
Sept. 11 and the effects it has had 
onus. 
I go to school at Northwest 
Missouri Stale University. It is a 
Division II school located in 
Maryville, Mo. Enrollment is 
6,000 give or take a couple hun- 
dred people. The town size is 
about 10.000 people and that 
includes students at the 
University. 
Let me start out with the day. 
Sept. 11 shook up the campus 
and the community, much like it 
did every other town in America 
We had a campus memorial 
service that night, and there were 
several other prayer and memor- 
ial services at churches in the 
town. 
There was no aggression 
towards foreign exchange stu- 
dents, it was almost as if every- 
one pulled together, regardless of 
race or ethnicity. Great emo- 
tion was shared in 
those 
services, but soon we all moved 
on. Sept. 11 was still in our 
hearts, but I think being so far 
away from New York and having 
the comfort of the Midwest 
allowed us to move on quicker 
than other states and cities. 
I don't speak for everyone in 
Maryville, but I don't think peo- 
ple were worried about terrorist 
strikes in Maryville, and 1 don't 
think people are worried about 
any other attacks this year. 
The school and churches are 
having memorial services and 
candle light vigils this year in 
commemoration. The University 
has done a lot to help people 
remember the tragic events of 
last year and pay respect to the 
coundess citizens, police men 
and fire fighters that were lost. 
The community has pulled 
together since last year. More 
flags are on display and 
1 just sense a greater deal of 
patriotism 
I cannot wait to see the cam- 
pus and community pull togeth- 
er this Wednesday to remember 
the events of last year. It should 
be a special time to remember 
the lost and celebrate our great 
country. 
Bill Knust is the editor-in-chief 
of The Northwest Mossourian at 
Northwest Missouri State 
Uniivrsity in Maryville, 
Missouri. 
Eton College, NC 
My advanced reporting class 
had just finished meeting with 
editors from the Times-News 
when a student looked up from 
her computer to tell us that an 
airplane had crashed into the 
World Trade Center. I turned 
around to a computer to find 
information to confirm unbe- 
lievable story I had just heard, 
but was interrupted when one of 
my friends burst into the room 
saying that her mother worked 
across the street from the tower 
just hit. Not knowing where to go 
or what to say. I went to my 
adviser's office. We had planned 
to meet to work on a project, 
instead we watched the plane hit 
tower one over and over on her 
television as the news anchors 
attempted to explain to the 
world sometliing they barely 
understood themselves. 
We quickly realized this was a 
story of 
national impor- 
tance, one that would pene- 
trate our campus, as it would the 
rest of our country. I wanted to 
join other students in front of the 
television watching and seeking 
to understand, but my instincts 
told me to go directly to the 
newsroom. Tuesday is produc- 
tion day for 1 Tie Pendulum, 
Eton's weekly student newspa- 
per. We had a paper to put out 
and our front-page story quickly 
moved to the inside as our total 
lineup was disrupted. 
As I crossed campus, I looked 
up al the beautiful blue sky and 
realized how innocent and pro- 
lected I felt on campus. We joke 
about ihe "Elon Bubble'' and 
how easy it is to be oblivious to 
ihe world around us, but in thai 
instant, Ihe bubble popped. Our 
world turned upside down. We 
grew up quickly in the moments 
thai followed Ihe attacks, per- 
haps 
much like our par- 
ents did as they watched 
President Kennedy's assassina- 
tion replay on television. 
I knew it was time for me to 
rally my troops in order lo guide 
and support them through the 
rest of Ihe day and weeks lhat 
followed, but my heart was 
aching and my brain reeling. As 
a joumalisi. you hope lo share 
wilh your community the delails 
and reasons that an event hap- 
pens. But I didn't understand 
what was happening or why. 
Oulside Ihe campus center, 
where our office is located. I 
joined a group of sludenls for a 
few minutes, who were praying 
As 1 listened lo ihem pray for Ihe 
families of ihe victim, I prayed 
for wisdom for our community 
and for my slaff. loumalists often 
refer lo a major news event as 
ihe story of their lives This was 
mine and suddenly I fell too 
young loo naive and loo con- 
fused. But there wasn't lime to 
worry about those emotions; 
there 
was work 
lo be done. 
I couldn't find all of my editors 
orice I got to the office. I had staff 
members from New York and 
Washington, D.C. Had they 
heard from their families? I got 
on the phone checking that each 
had heard from their families 
and revising the story lineup as I 
went. 
We brought a television into 
Ihe newsroom and continued to 
read updates on CNN's Web site. 
We struggled with how to cover a 
story of this proportion thai was 
happening so far away from 
campus. 
I spoke wilh one of my jour- 
nalism professors about how to 
deal with what I was feeling Me 
told me that journalists have lo 
believe that their job is more 




One has to 
believe that pro- 
viding accurate, honesl, 
delailed information to the pub- 
lic is your first responsibility. I 
died lo tell myself thai, but at the 
campus gathering I cried for the 
first lime thai day. overwhelmed 
with grief for people I didn't 
know, in a place far away. I wiped 
the tears off as I walked back to 
the office, because I knew that I 
needed to be strong and needed 
to believe what I was doing was 
important. We all have coping 
mechanisms and methods lo 
deal with the grief, and that was 
mine for the day. 
I would like lo say that our 
lives have relumed lo normal, 
but in so many ways, we've been 
changed. When I pass a televi- 
sion in ihe 
campus center, more 
times than not, I stop to read the 
ticker. I continue to fly on air- 
planes, but I hug my parents a 
liltle more tightly each lime I 
leave. 1 am more aware of the 
fact thai each moment is pre- 
cious, thai tomorrow isn't a 
given. Our world is much like a 
snow globe. All it takes is one 
person to lurn il upside down to 
change our perspective. It is 
awkward and hurts a little, but 
maybe we're better people 
because we experienced it. 
Jennifer Guarino is lite editor- 
in-chiefofTlie Pendulum al Elon 





When I was growing up in 
Alabama, occasionally my dad 
would mention the day dial 
President Kennedy was assassi- 
nated. Even though he can be 
very forgetful—one day he 
couldn't even remember the 
code to our home's alarm sys- 
tem, Dad could recall the exact 
place he stood when he heard 
that a U.S. president had been 
killed. I was always amazed that 
he and everyone else in his gen- 
eration had such vivid memories 
of a single event- But on Sept. 11, 
2001,1 knew exactly how they all 
felt. 
The scariest thing of all 
I awoke that morning to the 
sounds of my roommates loudly 
walking around and talking I 
was trying to sleep through a 
class at the time, so I walked out 
(o ask them to be quiet. But 
when I saw their faces, I knew 
something serious had hap- 
pened. Their expressions were a 
mix of fear, confusion and disbe- 
lief, as they told me that two 
planes had flown into the World 
Trade Center 
At first, I tried lo find a reason- 
able explanation. Maybe a pilot 
had lost control while making a 
descent. That was unlikely, bul al 
the time, it seemed less far- 
fetched than terrorists turning a 
plane full of passengers into a 
guided missile. Then 1 thought 
about it again. Two planes There 
was no way this was an accident. 
It was at that moment that 
everything else in my life 
stopped moving. Working on my 
next term paper. Wondering 
whether I would gel a bid from 
the fraternity I was rushing 
Hoping that the girl in my phi- 
losophy class would go on a dale 
with me. They all lef   ny mind 
and wouldn't rerun i itildays 
later. 
We all hurried downstairs to 
join the growing number of stu- 
dents surrounding the big- 
screen TV in our residence hall. A 
few minutes later, everyone 
watched as one of the tallest 
buildings in the world collapsed 
like a house of cards. 
When I went oulside lo smoke 
one of many cigarettes I would 
have that day, I noticed that I 
was missing my English class. 
But that observation was thrown 
from my mind by concerns over 
what would happen next. How 
long would these attacks last? 
Would St. Louis be hit? Would we 
go lo war? Would I be drafted? 
For the first time in my largely 
sheltered life, I had worries 
about things that genuinely mat- 
tered. .. and that was Ihe scariest 
thing of all. 
Extreme contemplation 
After coming to grips with 
whal was happening I rushed lo 
our newsroom, where most of 
Ihe slaff was gathering. We 
began planning our coverage, 
and I started work on an article 
al« II i ( how our campus was 
responding. 
When I called Steve Givens, 
the assistant to WU's chancellor, 
I assumed lhat nothing bad had 
happened to any students yet as 
a result of Ihe attacks. After all, 
we have a tolerant campus 
People here understand lhat a 
group of radicals do not repre- 
sent all Muslims. Well, apparent- 
ly they didn'l all understand that. 
He explained that one Muslim 
student had reported receiving a 
harassing phone call thai morn- 
ing As a result, the Internet tele- 
phone directory was taken 
offline for nearly a week It later 
turned out that the call was 
probably made by someone with 
no affiliation lo the campus, but 
lhat did not exactly provide any- 
one wilh much solace. 
That evening hundreds of slu- 
denls galhered in Ihe quad for a 
memorial service. 
Administrators, student lead- 
ers and the heads of many cam- 
pus religious groups spoke to a 
crowd of the most somber col- 
lege students I have ever seen in 
my life. 
When people came around to 
light Ihe candles that had been 
handed out, we were told thai 
there would be a five-minute 
moment of silence. Most of the 
moments of silence I had wit- 
nessed in the past lasted only a 
few seconds, and even then peo- 
ple got restless. But wilh extreme 
circumstances come extreme 
contemplation. After the five 
minutes were over, il seemed as 
though most people wished it 
had lasted longer. 
A campus like many others 
Our campus responded like 
many others in the following 
months. The administration 
formed a committee on evaluat- 
ing any risks to the campus, and 
faculty members established a 
council to discuss the events. Bul 
what surprised me the most was 
how others reacted to our 
response. 
Students organized quickly. 
Some staged a protesl against 
war. saying that a violent 
response of any form would be 
inappropriate and immoral. 
I lowever, this protest was largely 
ignored on campus. Many stu- 
dents seemed to take more of a 
moderate approach, supponing 
the idea thai the U.S. should 
carefully examine the situation 
before taking action. 
This sentiment was also 
expressed by one of our hisiory 
teachers, who argued thai Ihe 
country should not rush to any 
decisions. However, months 
later, ihe American Council of 
Trustees and Alumni, a non- 
profit organization that makes 
donations lo colleges across Ihe 
country, came out with a list of 
"un-American" professors. The 
group, which is headed by 
Senator loseph Lieberman and 
l.ynne Cheney, said it would not 
donate to schools who employed 
these faculty members. This his- 
tory professor—and others at 
WU—were on the list. 
1 was amazed lhat his view, 
one shared by so many people 
on campus, could be considered 
"un-American." America is a 
democracy, a form of govern- 
ment thai depends on maintain- 
ing an open dialogue and 
respecting all views, no mailer 
how unpopular. The only un- 
American thing lo do after Sept. 
11 was lo ignore this essential 
fact. In many ways, the terrorists 
did not tear down what makes 
America great... Americans did 
in their close-minded response. 
This man was not saying that 
we should not defend ourselves, 
nor was he claiming that the ter- 
rorists were right. (But even 
those views should be protect- 
ed.) He was simply saying that 
we should be careful and exam- 
ine every possibility. The fact that 
no one else across the country 
could realize that scared me 
almost as much as the attacks 
themselves did. 
One year later... 
Things have more or less 
returned to normal at WU. But 
that word—normal—has a dif- 
ferent meaning now. I used to 
think that normal meant that 
America was invincible, a coun- 
try that would be forever protect- 
ed by its strong military and eco- 
nomic power. I don't think that 
anymore. I doubt any of us do. 
Bemie Dorrough is the editor- 
in-chief of Student Life at 
Washington University, St. Louis 
in St. Louis Missouri. 
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At a school of 1350 students in 
small-town Iowa, it is hard to 
pinpoint how Sept. 11 has 
changed Simpson College. We 
don't treat Muslim students dif- 
ferently because there are no 
Muslim students. There hasn't 
been an increase in security 
because we don't see our college 
or the surrounding area as a tar- 
get for further terrorist activity. 
We often feel secluded from the 
worid around us. The events of 
Sept. 11 and the events of the 
past year are no different. 
On Sept. 11. Simpson College, 
like the rest of the country, was 
in a state of shock. No one knew 
what to think, what to feel, how 
to react or what to do 
As days turned into weeks and 
weeks into months, the initial 
shock faded and we began to 
reach a sense of normalcy. We 
still studied, worked and partied 
like normal college students. 
And yet there was still a void. 
There will always be a void. 
No one on our campus lost a 
loved one on Sept. 11. Yet we all 
feel like we tost something that 
day. We lost our sense of security 
that we once took for granted. 
We lost our innocence. We 
weren't the people on the other 
side of the ocean watching sui- 
cide bombings in Israel. 
We were living the nightmare. 
I think about what we saw that 
day: four planes were hijacked 
by terrorists, crashing into the 
World Trade Center towers, the 
Pentagon and a field in 
Pennsylvania. Thousands were 
murdered. These events unfold- 
ed before our eyes on television. 
And those images remain. 
At Simpson College, we felt 
helpless. Hundreds of miles from 
Pennsylvania, we didn't know 
what we could or should do - or 
even how to react. 
On Sept. 4,20 classmates from 
Simpson along with an English 
professor boarded a plane for a 
semester in London. The great- 
est semester of their lives was 
nearly ruined one week later 
when they received tearful 
phone calls from their parents 
informing them of what had 
happened. Everyone was heart- 
broken. Most wanted to return 
home. Had flying not been their 
only option, they probably 
would have. One friend e-mailed 
to say she was going to "swim 
across the Atlantic Ocean to get 
home." They fell as though they 
were away from home when a 
grandparent had died. 
Over the next week or more 
they quite often received words 
of sympathy from people around 
London. While those around 
them felt sorry for what had hap- 
pened, they were still amazed to 
see these people going on with 
their lives as though nothing had 
happened. 
But they realized very quickly 
what the rest of us at Simpson 
College are coming to see. Sept. 
11 was a tragedy, arguably the 
worst our country has ever seen. 
But the world goes on and we 
will rebuild. Sept. 11 will always 
be marked with a sense of sad- 
ness and loss. But it will also 
come to be marked as a day 
when we proved our strength as 
a nation, when heroes emerged, 
and we learned what it was like 
to be American. 
At Simpson College, we will 
wake up on Sept. 11, go to class, 
visit with friends, study, go to 
work - but we will remember. We 
have not let ourselves forget that 
day and we never will. Sept. 11 
touched each of us in a unique 
way. 
Erin Haller is llie editor-in- 
chief of The Simpsonian at 






The Ohio State 
University 
One year ago, I took an inter- 
national studies course at Ohio 
State called Peace Studies. I 
enrolled in the course before the 
Sept. 11 attacks. Afterward, the 
course took on an entirely differ- 
ent meaning to myself and the 
rest of the students as we strug- 
gled to understand why the U.S. 
had been attacked, what could 
have been done to prevent it, 
and what to do next. 
Overtly war-related classes 
weren't the only ones that 
changed. Suddenly, Sept. 11 
became ingrained into our 
vocabulary and became a topic 
of debate in courses ranging 
from psychology to history to 
religion. And amazingly enough, 
on our campus something posi- 
tive came of such a great tragedy 
-- discussion. 
Patriotism abounded for a few 
months following the attacks. 
People, for perhaps the first time, 
thought about what our country 
stands for and what qualities are 
worth fighting for. When patrio- 
tism becomes blinding though, 
it can be harmful. 
In late September, someone 
threw a brick through the win- 
dow of a local Pakistani/Indian 
restaurant in what was believed 
to be a response to the attacks. 
Within a month of the attacks, at 
least 20 international students 
from the Middle East returned to 
their homelands, citing persona], 
parental or governmental rea- 
sons. 
Pining the U.S. against other 
states without taking time to 
understand the issues was 
becoming the popular, but 
harmful, reality. Then, things 
began to change. The academic 
atmosphere of a college campus 
forces people to delve into and 
explore all sides of an issue, and 
that's what began to happen. 
Those calling for war and 
those calling for peace duked it 
out in the opinion section of The 
Lantern. Several students set up 
a peace camp on the Oval, where 
people could come together and 
discuss the reality of what was 
going on. The camp grew slowly 
but steadily, and stayed on the 
Oval for two quarters. Women in 
Black, a group of females mount- 
ing the victims of violence and 
promoting justice without vio- 
lence, stood in silent protest 
along High Street every Friday 
during fall quarter. 
Speakers came to campus to 
discuss topics ranging from the 
religion of Islam to increased 
stereotyping of Asian Americans 
following Sept. 11. Muslim 
groups set up booths on campus 
to distribute literature about 
their religion and to answer 
questions anyone might have. 
Of course, no one came up 
with any answers. What this 
Mount Royal College 
I am not afraid, I never was 
afraid and I never will be afraid. 
Well that may be pushing it a bit, 
but for the most part, it's true. 
The only fear I've had in the last 
year was how the American gov- 
ernment would react to the 
World Trade Center being 
bombed, and to my chagrin, I 
wasn't let down. 
Afghanistan 
will be filling 
campus has 
learned over 
the past year is 
that there is no 
one right or 
wrong way to 
view what hap- 
pened on that 
day that changed 
the world. While 
there were no 
magical solutions, 
through open dis- 
cussion many stu- 
dents and faculty were 
able to free themselves 
from the web of hostil- 
ity and miscommu- 





Ohio State stu- 
dents learned was 
one the rest of America 
learned, too -life is tot 
short, too important, to 
waste on pettiness. 
During the 2000-2001 
school year, some students 
at OSU were involved in 
drunken, pointless riot- 
ing on four separate 
occasions. At least 
Ohio University riots 
because the bars are 
closing--we rioted 
out of sheer bore- 
dom. For a while, it 
looked like nothing, 
most certainly not 
police with tear gas, 
could stop them. 
Miraculously, last 
year the rioting all but 
ceased. There was one 
incident of heightened 
disturbance where the 
police were brought 
in. but the number of 
students involved and 
the damage done was 
nowhere near as high 
as the previous year. 
While I can't say for cer- 
tain what stopped stu- 
dents from acting imma- 
turely and irresponsibly, 
I'd like to think that in a 
way, Sept. 11 has helped 
us, and the world, grow 
up a bit. 
Shelly Davis is the edi- 
tor-in-chief of Tlte 
Inntem at Ohio State 
Uniivrsiry in Golumbus, 
Oliio. 
ground and rebuilding their 
demolished nation long after 
Dubya and his cronies depart 
from the White House. And for 
the time being. North Americans 
can sleep better at night believ- 
ing the world is a safer place. Yet, 
while the world, and more 
importantly Americans, gear up 
for the first anniversary of the 
Sept. 11 attacks, life here on the 
Mount Royal College campus 
and in much of (Canada is more 
or less the same as it 
was just a few weeks 
after the attacks. 
Sure, people are more 
© KATE STEPAN George Washington University 
THUD! 
Sitting in my living room with 
my roommates, a loud "thud" 
midmoming on a normal week- 
day probably would not have 
scared me Sitting in my living 
room with my roommates mid- 
moming Sept. 11,2001,this 
noise was cause for great alarm. 
Later we would hear rumors of 
a car bomb at the State 
Department, less than half a 
dozen blocks from my town- 
house in Washington, DC, 
where I go to school at George 
Washington University. 
Nothing was certain as we sat 
glued, like the rest of the nation, 
to national news networks and 
watching the events unfold. A 
aware of what tenorism is and 
willingly associate Islam with ter- 
rorism thanks to us in the media, 
but most students arc not con- 
cerned about whether al-Qaeda 
is still a threat. Why should they? 
For one. with the Taliban wiped 
out. the only visible threat that 
we can relate to is out of com- 
mission. Besides, watching 
whether lustin or Kelly won 
American Idol is much more 
important than whether the 
United States will attack Iraq. 
As I walked the hallways the 
first day of school last week, I 
heard nothing of concern of 
whether there will be an anniver- 
sary attack or if al-Qaeda still 
poses a threat. Nope, all I heard 
was the routine beginning-of- 
the-year blather of "Oh my God, 
I have no idea where my classes 
are" and "Wow, I have not seen 
you since graduation!'' which for 
many of these astute scholars 
was only two months ago. 
But even two months ago 
Canadians were pretty much 
back to normal. Sure our military 
worked with the American gov- 
ernment to help washout the 
evil-doers of the Taliban in the 
mountains of Afghanistan and 
we are now working together to 
further increase security mea- 
sures on the longest undefended 
border in the world. But the 

























ment also fol- 
lowed suit with 
the Bush admit itera- 
tion and enacted our own 
Ami -Terrorism Act, Bill C-36, 
to help defend our sover- 
eignty from the threat of a 
possible terrorist attack. 
The Canadian airline 
industry also has a contro- 
versial tax that supposedly 
is going towards increas- 
ing and upgrading securi- 
ty measures. 
Yet, with all this going 
on. people do not seem to 
be worried anymore. And 
why should they be? Canada 
really does not have any enemies, 
so why worry about being 
attacked? For some time after the 
attacks, paranoia got the best of 
many students' judgment on     • 
campus. All I heard was the 
world is going to end and this is 
the start of the Third World War. I'; 
can understand that especially   ' 
when most people in North 
America have never experienced 
terrorism before. But, when the 
hasty finger of uncertainty and 
racism pointed towards Islam for 
responsibility of such a heinous 
crime, these were the same peo- 
ple who were questioning 
whether even their friend named 
Mohammed, who was bom and 
raised in Canada, could be a pos- 
sible terrorist. Luckily, these 
emotions subsided rather quick- 
ly, but not entirely. If it exists on 
the Mount Royal campus, most 
people will keep very quiet. Our 
college is full of Muslims from all 
different backgrounds and I have 
yet to hear about any anti-Islam 
sentiment in the school. 
This makes me proud to be in 
an institute and a country where 
there is so much understanding 
but oddly enough, I am begin- 
ning to feel that same dread as I 
did last year at this time. 01' 
Georgie boy and his followers 
aren't done ridding the world of 
terrorism yet they are trying to 
muster up support to take 
another stab at the biggest pain 
in the American government's 
backside — Saddam Hussein. 
But now they can actually, at 
least in their eyes, justify it 
because somehow Saddam and ' 
Osama are buddies. Strange how 
last year during an interview on 
The Newshour with Jim Lehrer 
that Bill Kristol, editor of Rupert 
Murdoch's Weekly Standard, said 
that the WTC attacks would 
allow Dubya to link Osama to 
Saddam and the boys of 
Baghdad. How convenient for 
George to finish what his dad 
couldn't do - or at least try. 
I sincerely hope Bush is right 
about Saddam and his nukes 
because this would be a much 
bigger f"k-up than when 
President Clinton bombed that 
pharmaceutical plant in Sudan 
in response to the bombings of 
American embassies in Tanzania 
and Kenya back in 1998. Then 
again, should I and the rest of 
Mount Royal students worry? 
Our college has just finished the 
first of a four-part expansion and 
the only thing on people's minds 
right now is "What the hell am I   . 
going to do now that all the park- 
ing passes are sold out?" Maybe 
it would be different if we were 
attacked. 
ToddWHurmanistheman-  ' 
aging editor of The Journal at 
Mount Royal College in Calgary,   \ 
Alberta Canada. 
plane had crashed into the 
World Trade Center, then a 
second. Then an attack struck 
a little closer to home, the 
Pentagon. 
We practically watched the 
buildings collapse on TV 
The noise turned out to be 
nothing, just like the State 
Department bomb. But the 
din of helicopters overhead 
and sirens in the streets 
would not die until days 
later. Neither would the 
sight of hum-vees 
around our campus 
or Secret Service on 
Pennsylvania Avenue. Our 
immediate lives were visibly and 
audibly changed, but little did 
we know that we would be 
intangibly changed forever. 
I arrived in the office of our 
student newspaper. The GW 
Hatchet, where I was a news edi- 
tor, at about 3 p.m. The atmos- 
phere was tense but energetic. 
The kind of energy journalists 
feed off of during tragic times. 
There was a drive to get out 
there, as safely as possible, to 
find out how fellow students 
were coping what they were 
thinking as well as accurately 
report the events of the morning 
when no one knew who to 
believe. 
We dispatched a photograph- 
er to the Pentagon at about 5 
p.m. We did this routinely, as if 
we did not realize we were 
endangering our lives by just 
being outside that day. For us, 
and for all journalists, it was just 
another day at work, and an 
exciting one at that. 
The next day I was on the 
phone with people who knew 
relatives or friends in the 
Twin Towers when the 
planes crashed. Some had 
success stories, some were 
less fortunate. I kept digging 
- what door was he on? Can 
talk with your brother? 
How did you feel while you 
were waiting to hear from 
tim? 
I heard about "some peo- 
ple who were literally burnt 
to a crisp," "the towers in 
flames" and "people 
screaming 'run for your 
lives.'" The stories accu- 
mulated and trans- 
formed into nothing 
more than gray and 
black newsprint. Somehow, 
though, this newsprint would 
endure more than Monday's, 
more than Thursday's before 
that at our twice-weekly paper. 
The gaping hole in the side of 
the Pentagon emblazoned our 
front page the day after that. Five 
columns wide, five inches tall. 
The entire top of the fold. 
Some papers published spe- 
cial editions or extras, some that  ' 
night, some the next day. The 
front pages of these papers 
would be scrutinized, relished 
and immortalized. Headlines, 
ranging from the three-deck 
Washington Post recap of the 
events to the simple BASTARDS!  • 
of The San Francisco Examiner.   ' 
All were trying to grasp the 
attack in the only way journalists 
know how by documenting 
them, seeking comment, 
demanding the truth. It's almost 
a personal therapy, plastering 
one's emotions on a piece of 10- 
by-16-inch paper, for all the 
worid to see, and save a copy to 
show the grandchildren. 
Kate Stepan is the editor-in- 
chief of The GW Hatchet at 
George Washington University in 
Washington. D.C 
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The Chicago Cubs may be 
coming up on a century withoul 
a World Series victory, the 
Boston Red Sox may have the 
"Curse of the Bambino." but no 
other city is as cursed, when it 
comes to its sports teams, as the 
city of Cleveland. 
This past Sunday was just 
another example of the terrible 
luck that Cleveland teams have 
had during the last 38 years, 
during which no major 
Cleveland sports team has won 
a championship. 
The one Cleveland team to 
win a championship in recent 
years, the indoor soccer team 
the Cleveland Crunch, did not 
even lead the sports section, let 
alone the news when they won 
their titles. 
Cleveland fans know all about 
losing games by bonehead plays 
like Dwayne Rudd's helmet toss 
this week, blown calls and play- 
ers' blunders during cninch 
time 
Back in the mid 1980s, 
Cleveland fans missed out on 
seeing the Browns go to the 
Super Bowl two consecutive 
years because of "The Drive" 
and "The Fumble." What makes 
"The Drive" even more of a bad 
memory for Cleveland fans is 
that the Broncos game-winning 
overtime field goal was clearly 
wide left, even without viewing 
the footage in slow motion. 
Two years later, the Browns 
were eliminated from the play- 
offs after a very questionable 
replay call took a Browns touch- 
down off the board in the clos- 
ing minute, causing them to lose 
to I louslon by one point. 
The Browns are not the only 
Cleveland team to have their 
season end in a heart-breaking 
way. The Cavaliers were elimi- 
nated by "The Shot," Michael 
lordan's buzzer-beating jump- 
shot in the deciding game of 
their playoff series, and the 
Indians came within two outs of 
a World Series victory, but could 
not seal the deal in 1997. 
There may be teams that have 
had worse luck than Cleveland 
teams, but no city has endured 
more heartache than Cleveland 
in recent years. Chicago has the 
Cubs, but they were able to 
enjoy six Bulls' championships 
in eight years in the 1990s. 
Boston has the Red Sox, but the 
Celtics won 16 NBA titles from 
the 1960s to the 1980s. 
Cleveland fans, however, are 
still trying to find the light at the 
end of the runnel. They have 
been so close yet so far on a 
number of occasions. Cleveland 
fans have been saying "wait until 
next year" for almost four 
decades. That "next year" never 
came for the Indians, who are 
now looking at another climb up 
the hill before they can compete 
for that championship. The 
Cavaliers have been struggling 
to rebuild since the early 1990s. 
Cleveland's hope for a champi- 
onship right now lies with the 
Browns, who are expected to be 
a playoff team this year. 
However, their season has start- 
ed off with some typical 
Cleveland bad luck. 
So for now the wait continues. 
The fans in Cleveland continue 
to wait for the day when they get 
to throw a championship 
parade instead of watching 
other cities throw them. They 
continue to wait for "next year" 
to arrive. 
Erin Carver BG few 
NICE PASS: Freshman Samantha Meisler dives to pass the ball to her teammate Beth Rieman as 
Nikki Pucillo watches the action. The freshmen have seen a lot ot playing time so far this season 
By Zach Baktr 
SPORTS REPORTER 
When women's soccer coach 
Andy Richards talked about his 
team before the season, he 
thought everyone on the team, 
including the team's 11 fresh- 
men, had a right to play. 
Four games into the season, 
many of the first year players not 
only find themselves seeing sub- 
stantial playing time, but are also 
starting 
While Richards knew of the 
freshmen's talent, he has been 
surprised at how quickly they 
have come along. 
"1 did expect them to do well 
because I trusted our judgment 
when we recruited these ath- 
letes," Richards said. "But you 
always wonder whether fresh- 
men will be able to adapt to the 
division one pace and the inten- 
sity. They have all done very 
well." 
Very well indeed. Freshman 
Leah F.ggleton scored the 
Falcons' first goal of the season 
and lulie Trundle scored the 
decisive goal in the victory over 
Toledo. Those are only the most 
obvious examples of the impact 
first year players have had dur- 
ing this season. 
Richards is especially happy 
with the depth the freshmen 
have brought to the team. BG 
has started as many as six fresh- 
men in a game. 
Coming off a 2001 season 
where injuries played a large 
part in the team's disappointing 
finish. Richards believes the 
team will be in a better position 
to deal with them should they 
occur this season. 
"The greatest asset we have 
this year is our depth." Richards 
said. "Last year, freshmen were 
going out and playing 90 min- 
utes on Friday and having to 
come out and play a lot on 
Sunday. This year we are able to 
give them some rest." 
The freshman players have 
been pleased with the way that 
they have played. 
"I think that the freshman 
have been a major part of the 
team." said freshman Keeley 
Dayton. "I don't think you can 
tell who's a freshman |on the 
fieldl because we have adjusted 
very well." 
Dayton has been had ham- 
string and shin problems that 
have limited her play. 
"We were very lucky to get 
her," Richards said. "She's 
worked very hard and once we 
get her back to 100 percent she 
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Men's soccer looks for first win 
The men's soccer 
team gets ready to 
take on Detroit Mercy 
tonight. 
tHE   BG   HEWS 
After their worst start in recent 
memory, the Bowling Green 
Men's Soccer team looks to 
bounce back today in a tough 
test against the Titans of Detroit 
Mercy (3-0-1). The Falcons (0-4) 
have a lot to think about, espe- 
cially considering they share two 
common opponents with the 
Titans Detroit Mercy shut out 
the Red Storm of St. Francis (PA) 
1-0 and played to a 1-1 draw 
against Duqucnse this weekend 
at the Diadora Classic Those two 
teams both handed the Falcons 
defeats over the weekend. 
Sunday's 3-0 loss to Duquense 
proved to be an especially tough 
game for the Falcons. "We had 
the game at a 0-0 tie going into 
the second half." Freshman Paul 
Seip said. "Then we had a mental 
breakdown which allowed the 
first goal, and it was all downhill 
from there. Our defense is 
improving but most of all we 
need to get an early goal." 
Francisco lose Sanchez, who 
scored his first collegiate goal on 
Saturday in the 4-1 loss to St. 
Francis (PA), also saw areas 
where the team needed to 
improve. "We really need to 
build more in the midfield and 
get the ball outside on offense. 
We need better communication 
and to finish the chances we 
get." 
Coach Mahler had similar 
thoughts. "We have gotten a lot 
of good chances. We haven't had 
as much trouble getting the 
chances as we have had finish- 
ing them. 
"Getting behind is a real prob- 
lem in our game. Scoring early 
would totally have changed the 
complexion of some of these 
games. If we can do that, then I 
like our chances. I know the 
scores look lopsided, but we 
know we played better than the 
scores indicated. So we're anx- 
ious to get back at it." 
The Falcons did get a good 
chance to examine the Titans 
this weekend, as they played two 
games here in Bowling Green. 
"Obviously that is an advan- 
tage," Coach Mahler said, "but 
they got to see us play as well, so 
we have a good idea about each 
other. We are excited to play, 
because both teams will be well 
prepared and it will come down 
to who can execute the game 
better. 
"We have played well for sixty 
or seventy minutes so far. I feel 
like if we go out there and play a 
solid 90 minutes, we have a great 
chance to come away with a 
win." 
The Falcons will give it their all 
in Detroit at 5p.m. this evening 
at Titan Field on the campus of 




THE DSSOCialED PRESS 
CLEVELAND — Rookie lason 
Davis made his first major 
league appearance Monday 
night, cleaning up after larct 
Wright imploded again at lacobs 
Field. 
Now, Davis is taking Wright's 
spot in Cleveland's starting rota- 
tion. 
The 22-year-old right-hander 
has moved quickly through the 
Indians' organization. 
He was promoted from 
Single-A Kinston for the second 
half of the season and went 6-2 
with a 3.51 ERA in 10 starts for 
Doublc-A Akron. In his last five 
starts, he was 5-0 with a 1.17 
ERA. 
The Indians selected the 6- 
foot-6 Davis in the 21st round of 
the June 1999 draft. 
"He's progressed the whole 
season. He's a big, strong guy," 
Indians interim manager loel 
Skinner said Tuesday. 
Davis throws a sinking fast- 
ball, a split-finger and slider. He 
also holds runners on base and 
fields his position well. Skinner 
said. 
He allowed one run and three 
hits over four innings in his 
major league debut Monday, 
retiring the last eight he faced. 
He's scheduled to make his 
first start Saturday against the 
Minnesota Twins, who are look- 
ing to clinch the American 
League Central Division title. 
"He's got moxie. He's got what 
it takes," Skinner said. 
As for Wright, he'll be sent to 
the bullpen. 
Wright allowed six runs and 
seven hits in two innings 
Monday. The right-hander, who 
has struggled with injuries for 
four seasons, has a 37.13 ERA at 
home this year. 
"It didn't work out on the 
mound for me." Wright said. 
"I've got nothing to hang my 
head about. I've got nothing to 
be ashamed of." 
Wright said he's pleased he's 
healthy this season and can 
work on pitching rather than 
rehabilitating his arm. 
The 26-year-old had shoulder 
surgery and elbow surgery last 
season. He said it's almost like 
he's learning to pitch all over 
again. 
He also said he's accepted that 
he might not be able to throw 96 
to 98 mph every fifth day like he 
used to. 
"Forget about how it was 
because I'm not going to be able 
to be a thrower like I was." he 
said. 
Falcons getting antsy 
to take on Missouri 
By loel Hammond 
SPORTS EDITOR 
At first, it seemed as though 
the week off between the 
Bowling Green football team's 
opening victory over Tennessee 
Tech and their rematch with 
Missouri was a good thing. 
Now. the team is getting a bit 
antsy. 
With three days remaining 
until Saturday's kickoff, the 
Falcons have been trying to find 
some way to keep up the com- 
petitive edge this week, while at 
the same time remaining 
healthy for possibly the biggest 
game ever at Doyt L Perry 
Stadium. 
"We're trying to stay healthy," 
head coach Urban Meyer said 
yesterday to begin his weekly 
address to the media. "It seems 
like it's been about a month- 
and-a-half since we played.The 
coaches are tired of practicing. 
The players are tired of practic- 
ing. 
"Each day of practice, it 
comes down to keeping your 
guys healthy and still maintain- 
ing that element of toughness 
you like to have on defense and 
offense. ... You just have to be 
very smart in practice, and a lot 
of time is being spent on being 
smart." 
Not onlv will the Falcons 
Criri! Schooler BC Ntm 
RUSHING AHEAD: Joe Alls runs down the field as the Falcons 
defeat Tennessee Tech, 41-7. BG takes on Miaou Saturday. 
have to be smart this week but 
in order to beat the Tigers, they 
will have to be smart Saturday 
night. Unlike last year, when BG 
may have taken Missouri a bit 
by surprise, the visitors will be 
ready this year, but not only are 
the Tigers a year smarter, they 
have one more year of experi- 
ence under second-year coach 
Gary Pinkel, a former BG assis- 
tant and Toledo head coach. 
Combine Pinkel s insertion of 
a new attitude and work ethic in 
Columbia with talented play- 
ers, and you have a confident 2- 
0 football team. 
"I'm glad we are playing 
Missouri in the first two years 
(under Pinkell, and not Ithe 
third)," Meyer said. "I have 
never studied a team more 
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Webber vows to fight charges of lying 
By Greg Beacham 
1HE ASSOCl»IE0 PRESS 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Chris 
Webber, still sweating from an 
off-season workout, was cool and 
collected yesterday as he vowed 
to fight charges that he lied to a 
federal grand jury. 
Ignoring the advice of his 
lawyers, Webber said he was 
speaking out because "I wanted 
to show my supporters I am not 
running away from the situa- 
tion." 
"1 will fight this case to the end. 
and I feel thai I will be vindicat- 
ed," the Sacramento Kings AU- 
Star forward said. 
Webber was indicted Monday 
on charges he misrepresented his 
dealings with Ed Martin, a former 
University of Michigan booster 
who claims he loaned the NBA 
star $280,000 while Webber was 
an amateur player. Martin also 
said he loaned money to other 
Michigan basketball players, 
including two who admitted tak- 
ing it 
"I did not lie to the grand jury," 
he said at the Kings' practice 
complex. 
"It's too soon to say whether 
Webber will miss any games in 
the upcoming season to deal with 
his legal woes," said Geoff Petrie, 
the Kings' vice president of bas- 
ketball operations. 
Webber, who led Michigan's 
"Fab Five" team to two NCAA title 
games, has repeatedly denied 
taking significant amounts of 
money from Martin. Webber was 
charged with obstruction of jus- 
tice and making a false declara- 
tion before a grand jury, accord- 
ing to the FBI and U.S. attorney's 
office in Detroit. 
The maximum penalty on 
each charge Webber faces is five 
years and a fine of $250,000. 
Wearing a suit and tie in front 
of a large contingent of reporters, 
Webber described Martin, a for- 
mer auto worker, as a predatory 
fan who placed unwanted atten- 
tion on promising athletes such 
as Webber, who starred at Detroit 
Country Day High School before 
attending college in nearby Ann 
Arbor. 
"This case is about a man who 
befriended kids like myself, prey- 
ing on our naivete, our inno- 
cence, claiming that he loved us 
and that he wanted to support us, 
but laler wanting to cash in on 
that love and support that we 
thought was free," Webber said. 
Although he read a statement 
and did not answer questions 
from reporters, he did manage to 
joke about his perspiration: "I'm 
sweating because I had a good 
workout today." 
Webber's father, Mayce Webber 
lr., and his aunt, Charlene 
lohnson, were indicted on the 
same charges as Webber. 
In three weeks, Webber will 
start the second season of his 
seven-year. $123 million contract 
— the second-largest deal in NBA 
history when he signed it last 
summer. While preparing for the 
season, he'll also be dealing with 
Sarah OrrAPPtott 
INDICTED: Sacramento Kings' Chris Webber, left, sits with his lather, Mayce, after announcing he had signed a new contract with the 
team July 21,2001. Webber was indicted Monday on charges he lied to a grand jury about his dealings with a U ot M basketball booster. 
the possible repercussions from 
occasionally accepting what he's 
previously said were small 
amounts of money. mosUy under 
$50, from Martin. 
Petrie and Kings coach Rick 
Adelman joined Webber inside 
the Kings' workout center next to 
Arco Arena while several of his 
teammates practiced a few feet 
away. If Webber, the Kings' lead- 
ing scorer and rebounder, is 
happy and focused, Sacramento 
will be a strong favorite to win its 
first league title. 
"We'll support Chris in whatev- 
er he chooses to do, and we don't 
think it will affect what he does 
on the court." Petrie said. "As far 
as basketball goes, some of the 
greatest joy in his life comes from 
basketball. 1 think he'll handle the 
rest of this responsibly." 
Webber said he will continue to 
speak out. 
"I will dedicate time speaking 
to kids and families that are in 
athletics such as myself about the 
pitfalls of athletics and those who 
prey on kids and young families," 
he said. "Hopefully, they can 
learn from this experience." 
Freshmen have dramatic impact on women's soccer 
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will be a very exciting player to 
watch." 
Eggleton believes that since the 
Falcons 4-0 defeat to Michigan 
State, the team has relaxed. 
"We have not been as nervous 
after Michigan State because we 
know what to expect," Eggleton 
said." We had to get the jitters out 
Eggleton also gave credit to the 
returning players, who she said 
have eased the transition to the 
environment of college play. 
"Everyone has been really good 
leaders," Eggleton said. "We haw 
developed a good team bond." 
Richards has been pleased with 
how the returning players have 
reacted to the new freshman 
class. 
"They have been a very wel- 
coming group from the first day of 
pre-season," Richards said "They 
understand that the situation of 
the team is different this year, and 
they understand that everyone 
has a role to play." 
Richards praised each of the 
freshmen for both their attitude 
and effort. Richards has been 
especially impressed with the 
play of defender Megan Rapp, 
who has played every minute this 
season. 
"It looks like she has been play 
ing for a few seasons rather than 
four games," Rapp said. "She's 
very steady, very self assured and I 
am sure she will be a mainstay 
here for the next four years." 
Richards was also very pleased 
with the play of Molly Breman, 
who despite injuries, has done 
very well. 
"During her injury, she showed 
a great attitude," Richards said. 
"For having played less than 90 
minutes so far, she has really been 
a factor in the games she has 
played." 
A player who has impressed her 
teammates with her play is 
Samantha Meister. 
"All of the players recognize her 
worth to us," Richards said. "She 
really is a great player." 
Richards is also pleased with 
the play of the versatile Ashley 
Wentzel. She has been awarded a 
few assists in the first four games, 
and Richards expects her to be a 
scoring threat for the rest of the 
season. 
Even those who have not 
played much, such as goalkeeper 
Allie Failor and defender Natalie 
Samiller. are expected to play big 
roles on the team, and will be 
ready to do so. Samiller is expect- 
ed to see a good amount of play- 
ing time this weekend against 
Pittsburgh and Ohio. Failor is 
playing behind Erika Flanders, 
but Richards believes she is doing 
well and will, along with sopho- 
more Ali Sliingler fill the void left 
by Flanders next season. 
Richards also complimented 
the play of Leslie Dawley and Britt 
Anderson who, along with the 
other freshmen, have shown the 
ability and attitude to be up to the 
challenge of playing and excelling 
at die Division I level. 
With this much young talent, 
the future for women's soccer 
looks to be quite bright in Bowling 
Green. 
Happy Wednesday...Happy 
Wednesday...Happy Wednesday. 1 
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RENTS HAVE 
BEEN REDUCED!! 
Efficiencies starting at S225 
1 Bedrooms starting at S250 
2 Bedrooms starting at S300 
Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all. in here you'll push yourself. Test your 
limits. And in the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on 
your feet and be a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship. 









ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take. 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. WoosterSt. 
^^ Bowling Green, OH 
\^U Rental Office: 
■"" (419) 354-2260 
Register for MILS classes with NO OBLIGATION! 
Call 372-2476 for more information 
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BG faces tough team 
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 9 
(than Pinkel's Toledo teamsl. 
and it's more the chemistry of 
the team, the way they play. 
There's a lot of ways to evaluate a 
team, and when coaches or fans 
. say that your team plays hard, 
they play with passion.' I like 
that. Those are the things you 
see with Missouri. In four years, 
this team will be right at the top 
of thai conference." 
Speaking of the Tigers' tal- 
ent, it has been the Brad Smith 
', show in the first two games. 
1 Much like BG quarterback losh 
I Harris, who has the ability to 
1 make plays on the ground or 
i through the air, Smith has 
Jrushed and passed for over 100 
• yards in each of the first two 
| Missouri games. Those efforts 
• resulted in wins over defend- 
ing Big Ten champion Illinois 
and MAC school Ball State. 
Meyer knows what his team 
is up against in Smith. 
"When you look at a quar- 
terback, you look to see if he 
can sidestep a lineman and 
deliver the ball. Can he side- 
step a blitzing linebacker and 
make a play? Can he run for 
15-20 yards when they only 
rush three players? He's the 
prototype guy everyone's look- 
ing for, as he poses a number 
of problems for the defense. 
There's no such thing as dou- 
bling a receiver with a guy like 
him." 
Smith, a native of 
Youngstown, Ohio, torched 
Illinois, rushing for 147 yards 
and passing for another 152. 
while passing for 176 yards 
and rushing for another 105 
Saturday against Ball State. 
Perhaps   herein   lies   the 
advantage of BG's week off: 
plenty of time to study Smith 
and develop a scheme to stop 
the Freshman All-American 
candidate. Falcon senior line- 
backer Chris Haneline knows 
how important stopping 
Smith and Mil's offense is. 
"They are a very different 
team than last year." Haneline 
said. "They are playing 
extremely confidently, and 
they look very impressive on 
film.... [Smith] is the leader of 
the offense, and he's a tremen- 
dous athlete. He's extremely 
fast, throws the ball very well, 
and makes good reads on the 
field. Their running back is 
back, and he's a hard-nosed 
guy. It's been a good week with 
some good, hard practices, 
and it's been good to watch 
them on the field and develop 
schemes against them." 
BG NEWS SPORTS 
Four to be inducted 
into BG Hall of Fame 
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio — 
The BGSU Athletic Hall of 
Fame will welcome four new 
members on Friday evening 
(Sept. 13). The 2002 class will 
be inducted during a formal 
dinner on the BGSU campus. 
The class of 2002 will include 
men's soccer player Rob 
Martella (1994), hockey player 
Greg Parks, women's basket- 
ball coach Fran Voll (1968) and 
track athlete and coach Tom 
Wright, Ph.D. (1966). 
The official induction cere- 
mony will take place Friday 
BRIEFING 
(Sept. 13) in the grand ball- 
room of BGSU's new Bowen- 
Thompson Student Onion. 
Coppes named MAC 
Player of the Week 
CLEVELAND, Ohio —BG 
sophomore Kristy Coppes has 
been named the Mid- 
American Conference Women's 
Soccer Player of the Week, the 
league office has announced. 
Coppes earns the honor for the 
first time in her Falcon career. 
Coppes, a native of Findlay, 
Ohio, had four goals as the 
Falcons posted a pair of wins 
and a tie in three matches last 
week. Coppes tied the school 
i record with a hat trick, 111< 1 in I 
; ing the match-winning goal, in 
j Wednesday's (Sept. 4) 5-2 win 
I over Detroit. The hat trick was 
; just the fourth in school histo- 
'. ry, but the second by Coppes. 
Coppes also set a new BGSU 
i record for fastest three goals by 
j an individual, amassing her 
i hat trick in a span of just 5:56. 
Coppes, the 2001 MAC 
| Newcomer of the Year, also 
j scored a goal in Sunday's (Sept. 
j 8) 1-1 tic at Eastern Illinois. She 
j now has 16 career goals, mov- 
| ing her into a tie for third on 
; the BGSU list. Coppes has 34 
j career points, good for fifth 
j place on that list. 
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Campus Events 
EUROPE AND UNITED KINGDOM 
INFORMATIONAL SESSION 
Come learn about the many over- 
seas opportunities available lo 
BGSU students in Europe and the 
United Kingdom. This session takes 
place on Thursday, September 12 
tram 3:30-4:30 p.m. in 1103 
Offenhauer West Call 372-0479 
with questions. 
STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES 
It you studied abroad anytime during 
the 2001 -2002 academic year or 
during the 2002 summer session, 
please attend a re-entry session on 
Wednesday. September 11 trom 
3:30-5:30 p.m in 1103 Ottenhauer 
West. Call 372-0479 with questions 
#1 Spring Break Travel Free. Carib- 
bean, Mexico, Florida, Padre. Free 
Drinks/Lowest Prices. 1 -800-426- 
7710 www sunsplashtours com 
»1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices 
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted 
1-800-234-7007 
endlesssummertours.com 
"•ACT rA$T' Save S$S, Get Spring 
Break Discounts!   .1 888 THINK 
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)/ 
www springbreakdiscounts com 
SELL SPRING BREAK TRIPS. ALL 
THE FUN & ALL THE PROTEC- 
TIONS. AMERICAN EXPRESS 
WORLDWIDE. GUARANTEED 
BEST BUY. 1 FREE TRIP FOR EV- 
ERY 10 PAID OR CASH STARTING 
WITH FIRST BOOKING. YOU 
SELL-WE COLLECT PAYMENTS 
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS 
1-800-222-4432 
Attention Spring Breakers. Travel 
Free 2003 Get 2 Free Trips/Party 
w/MTV www.sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS 
America's *1 Student Tour Operator 
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free 
Information/Reservations 
1-800-648-4849 
Spring Break insanity! www.inter- 
camcys.com or 1-800-327-6O13. 
Guaranteed lowest prices! Cancun, 
Jamaica. Flonda 4 Bahamas 
party cruise! 15yrs. experience! 
Free trips (or campus reps! 
USA Spring Break 
Presents 
Spring Break 2003 
Campus Reps Wanted 
Earn 2 tree trips tor 15 people 
Cancun, Bahamas. Mazatlan, 
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre 
and Florida 
Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077 
www iisasonnobreak.com 
IT'S BACK!! 
Guitar Lesson*. $12/per half hour 
Call Chris. 354-1305 Check out my 
Think you'ro pregnant? 
Know all the facts 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
Fraternities * Sororities 
Clubs * Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour fund raising event. 
Our programs make 
fund raising easy with no risks. 
Fund raising dates are filling 
quickly, so get with the program! 
It works. 
Contact CampusFund raiser at 




1616 E.  WOOSTER STREET 






I Mon.-Thurs. | 






AT 10 PM & Prizes 
A Game show that tests your Knowledge of Music Trivia! 
NQI Entertainment 1-877-674-8863 
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL 
GRANTS 
International Travel Grant applica- 
tions tor study abroad experiences 
during spring semester 2003 are 
available in the Center tor Interna- 
tional Programs (11th Floor Offen- 
hauer West] The deadline is Sep- 
tember 30th Call 372-0479 with 
questions. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
MEN'S. WOMEN'S S CO-REC 
ULTIMATE FRISBEE- SEPT.11 
Leam a skill tor life Take PEG 157 
Western Horsemanship. Check us 
out © Mnderfonstiiblei.com 
^OomTd&n 
SPORTS BAR & DELI 
Subleaser needed immedlentty. 
1 bedr. apt., quiet area. 
$315/mo • utilities Sept rent paid. 
362-0058. leave message 
Wanted 
PISANELLO'S 
Voted best pizza 10 yrs. In a row! 
See our coupon menu In 
phone directory or Just aak tor 
our specials 
Open week days 4pm 
Lunch - Weekends 
(419)352-5166 
BRAND NEW APT.O Sterling, on 
Napoleon. Furnished, incl 
Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub, fitness 
& computer ctr, air co. & parking No 
deposit. Take over lease thru May 
2003. $355/mo Bonus it signed by 
Sept.15 Call 419-346-3486 
INEXPENSIVE:  1-2  rmtes.  needed 
nr.  Wal-Mart. Ouiet area w/ pond. 
419-494-6065.  
Subteasers ASAP. 2 bdrm, 2 bath. 
Shuttle service, poot/AC. S515/mo 
$200 dep Elect, only. Call 353-5521 
Wanted: Standing Timber 
Specializing in forest management. 
Select Forestry Services 
Dublin OH 1-800-634-3310 
S-f\4?BsfT spe^wis 
"All Day, 
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Serving BG since 1980 
10 Bed Visits for S20 
with coupon 
The Wash House 
248 N. MAIN 
(419)354-1559 
SouthSide Laundromat 
993 S. MAtN 
(419) 353-8826 
The Heat 
904 E WOOSTER 
(419) 352-3588 
Our newest location now has beds and booths! 
434 E. Wooster 
(419) 353-2844 
Located above Dairy Queen 
iDi 
internet direct incorporated 
DSL 768K 













COMMUNITY LUTHERAN STUDENT CENTER 
his a variety of opportunities for BGSU students! 
- Meaningful wonhlp - Meet new friends 
- Student Retreats - Student Bible Studies 
- Enjoy our new student lounge area 
- Volunteer Opportunities such as our Preschool 
- Share your muskal talents In our worship 
STOP BY THE CHCRCH TO SAY HELLO & FOR 
A PIZZA PARTY ON WED. SEPT 11, 4:50-6.30 PM 
1124 E. Wooster St. (Across Street From RodgeB Perm) 




842 S. Main St. 353-8204 
•Frito-Lays (grab bag) 88c (large bag) $2.50 
•Dip $2.00 
•Salsa $2.50 
•Little Debbies S1 to $2.50 
•Trash-cans $8.00 
•Plastic Cups (60ct) $2.00 
Hours: Mon.-Sat 9am-7pm Sun. 12pm;5pm 
a a a 
a 
a a a a a 
T'KE'F'E'R'PJZ'D <PROlJ*E<RT'']'ES COMFMfr 
Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom 
Apartments in Town! 
starting at $285 
liixKim     lYiliwmt     ItirvlminnlllKv     Mini Mall     Small lluikliiKr- 
*Newly Renovated Haven House* 
All Residents receive a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa 
Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna, HydraSpa Whirlpool, ^^ 
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities. 





a a a a 
12 Wednesday, September 11,2002 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Recreational Snorts The Daily Crossword Fix     /CfE^CA brought to you by »,™>I'I,K. 
www.bgsu.edu/ 
Men's, Women's * Co- 
llet Ultimate Frfebee 
entries due Sept 11 
If delivering to 130 
PFH, due by 3pm. If 
sending via email, 
y noon. 
FITWELL 










Mohkan Stan forest 
September 21 from 





sign up at OM student Rec 
Center 
Can 2-27*0 lor more Info 
Backpacking 101 
Oak Openings Metro Park 






Sim up by: 
September 2S 
Sign up at the Student Rec 
Center 









Students, Members: $30 
Non-members: $40 
'Students Members: S2S 
'Non-members: $35 
(due to Fall Break) 







r*B Ben r*B Ben PDB Ben PDB Ben 
Congratulations to 
Ksrln 3mii\h off B®H1 
on lavaliering 
Turn era M«yers oi* T&'B 
Ben r<t>B Ben r<i>B Ben r<i>B Ben PDB 
Help Wanted Help Wanted 
$250 a day potential bartending 
Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 541 
Bartenders needed   No experience 
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day. 
1-866-291-1884 ext U112. 
BECOME A 
JUVENILE MEDIATOR 
The Wood Co. Pros. Attorney is 
ottering tree training (or qualitied 
adults interested in becoming Volun- 
teer Juvenile Mediators to assist 
youths K-12 become better citizens. 
For more information about this op- 
portunity call 419-354-9250 & ask 
for Valerie Linkey, Exec.Asst. or 
Shawn McElroy. Dir. By 9/15/02. 
Environmental Activists 
and Tree Huggers 
Dedicated activists needed. 
Help us tight corporate greed 
and protect our air and water. 
Get Paid To Save The Planet! 
M-F 1-10:30pm 
Part and full time available 
$350/wk + Benefits 
Some College Required 
419-255-6028 
FALL EXPANSION 
ANY MAJOR: $14.15 base-appt.. 
guaranteed starting pay. Fun 
work environment with other stu- 
dents. Flexible work schedules 
around classes. Part time & full 
time positions avail, in our cus- 
tomer service/sales dept. No tele- 
marketing, no door-to-door, no 
exp. necessary. We train. Must 
have positive attitude & people 
skills. Need to till 39 positions by 
Sept. 8, 2002. Call 419-874-1327. 
www.z19.com 
Make $320 Weak! 
Sunchase Ski & Beach Breaks 
Sales Rep positions available now. 
Largest commissions. Travel Free! 
1-800-SUNCHASEext 114 
www.aunchase.com 
S45/day Sub needed for newspaper 
delivery route Afternoons l-6pm. 
Need reliable car Paid training 
days Oct. 1-3 & 10-14. 352-4636. 
Office cleaning evenings. 
Own transportation required 
Mon. through Fri Call 352-5622 
Personal Trainer, pt/time. flexible. 
exercise science majors or related. 
Fax resume to St. James Club. 
419-843-2513  
Play childrens costumes educational 
characters in pre/grade schools. 
Fun work, good pay, car needed. 
Call Bob, 1-800-838-6960 
SECURITY up to $8.507hr 
PinkertorvBurns Secuirty, a 
Securitas Company, is seeking full & 
part time Security Officers We are 
seeking full and part time weekend 
only positions in Findlay, Bowling 
Green, Tiffin & Fostoria. HS Diplo- 
ma/GED required. No experience 
necessary Stop in to apply with us 
at the Ohio Depart, of Jobs & Family 
Services office (1644 Tiffin Ave.. 
Fmdtay. OH) from9:30a.m.-lp.m. 
on Thursday September 12, 2002 or 
from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. at The Westgate 
Building, 3450 W. Central Ave. Suite 
254 Toledo. OH 43606 or by calling 
(800) 382-9132 EOE AA M/F/DW 
Students to work w/Autistic- non- 
verbal 9yr/old boy on home based 
program. Will train. $7.50/hr. Eves 4 
weekends Millbury, OH, 
419-836-5215. 
fflflfflB. 
ItiWM® 10:30 « 
$10.00 NUDE DUNCES 
ACROSS 
1 Psychological warfare 
11 Sooty matter 
15 Bathrooms 
16 Sorry bout that! 
17 Cloverleaf elements 
18 Johnson of "Laugh-In" 
19 Earl      Riggers 
20 Bulwark 
22 Recombinant letters 
23 Cable channel's letters 
27 Thundering herds 
28 Bigger pic 
29 Double agents 
31 Backbc-e 
32 Tibetan leaders 
35 St Louis bridge 
36 Teacher 
38 Bend out of shape 
41 Western outlaws 
45 'Christ Stopped at __" 
47 Actress Ada 
48 Tax deferral letters 
1 Trudged 
2 City northeast of 
Florence 
3 In general 
4 Young salmon 
5 Grp. of Sampras, 
Agassi, etc 
6 Region on the SW 
coast of India 
7 Horace work. 
' _ Poetica" 
8 Constantme's 
birthplace 
9 Forest ruminant 
10 Syrian leader 
11 Daytime melodrama 
12 Czech Republic region 
13 Positive development 
14 Sleeping sickness 
carriers 
21 "     Miniver' 
23 Abu Dhabi leader 
24 Did some cobblers' 
work 
25 Glacial deposit 
26 Unconquerable 
opponents 
30 Greek lyric poet 
33 Job seeker 
34 Fulton's power 
37 Caen's river 
38 Surfer's stopover" 
39 Chafer 
40 Lions, at times 
42 Rock containing 
feldspar 
43 Succulents with 
purple flowers 
44 Lacking energy 
46 O.T book 
50 Zigzag turns 
54 Brewer's grain 
55 Irish Islands 




49 Brown in fat 
51 Unspecified amount 
52 Antithesis abbr 
53 Bitter irony 
55 Seed cover 
56 Something to think about 
57 Cloymgly sweet 
62 Beach bird 
63 Removes 
64 Formerly, formerly 
65 Precision 
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Management Inc. 
Graduate Housing Available 
208-212 South Church St. 
Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main or call 
(419)353-5800 
1993 Ford Aerostar, 150 K 
Good cond Asking $1500 
1988 Isuzu Trooper II, 160 K. 
$500 Good lires. 
419-372-7337 Of 419-353-0184 
1993 Ford Ranger 4x4 A/C. Red w/ 
Cap, 126K miles, AM/FM Cassette 
Alloy Wheels, XLNT CONDITION, 
Musi See! $4250 or Best Oder. 







Midwest's leading service ol its kind 
is looking tor bright, ambitious & 
hard-working people for part-time 
work. Starting pay is $70 hr. plus 
tips. We are Bustymaids. Give us a 
ca« (419) 270-0810 
America Reads is now hiring stu- 
dents to help tutor children lor the 
tail semester MUST BE WORK 
STUDY ELIGIBLE. Apply in our of- 
fice located at 531 Educ Bldg 
Ph. 372-2331  
VAN DRIVER-Dflime. Provide 
transportation to & from social serv- 
ices agency. Must be btwn. the ages 
of 21-65, possess a valid OH drivers 
license & an excellent driving 
record. 10-13 hrs/wk. Must be avail- 
able from 2-4pm, M-F w/possible 
additional hrs. on Friday morning. 
Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume & 
cover letter to lBfl»ecrC,wcn«t.org 
or Children's Resource Center, P.O. 
Box 738, BG, OH 43402 
2 microwaves, $35 each, OBO. 
Compt desk, $50, OBO Wood 
Irame futon, $50 OBO. 353-0477. 
85' TOYOTA CAMRY 
One owner, Runs great. 160K. 
$1100 419-494-6065 
'92 Mazda 626,5 speed, excellent- 
condition, sunroof. $2200 
Call 352-2373  
'97 Dodge Intrepid. 4 dr. ES. A/C, 
cruise, leather seats, power driver 
seat, cassette/CD, infinity sound, 
power moon roof. 100,000 mi. Great 
cond. $6800 419-353-0696 
Great cond '92 Olds Cutlass Su- 
preme. 4-dr, metallic gray, 154,200 
mi. Asking $3,300. Call 419-873- 
8396 after 6.30pm weekday eves or 
after 9:00 am on weekends. 
For Rent For Rent 
Management 
The Highlands 
/ bedroom >'<$425/mo 
5 /,-<( 
Jay-Mar 
2 bedrooms &> S550/mo 
Only I toil 
The Homestead 
2 bedrooms &> $6SO/mo 
Only 1 toll 
Our Rentals Feature: 
^ Laundry Facilities 
TJ   Ample Parking 
if  Quiet Living1 
For Rent 
"Rooms available, own room, next 
to campus. Also, inexpensive 
second semester apts. 
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. 
1/2 house approx 1,000 sq. It. rent 
$400. deposit $400. Rent includes: 
utilities, cable, local phone, C/A, 
W&D, bedrm. furnished, parking 
space, non-smoking, no pets. Ref 
Call 419-354-7637. 
2 bedtm roomy apt. in complex 
close to campus. Clean & well 
maintained. Washer, dryer, micro- 
wave, dishwasher. $605 plus utilities 
. 419-865-3459 
2 bedroom, large apt. Furnished. 2- 
car gaiage. New kitchen, deck. 702 
4th St. 352-1104. 
2 bedroom, non smoking furnished 
apt. Close to campus, includes 
utilities Call Tim 353-5074 
534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 1 
1/2 Baths. AC Avail Now! $800/mo 
233 W. Merry-4 BR House zoned 
lor.4 unrelated Avail Now! S8407mo. 
Locally owned and maganged. 
Please call EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd 
At (419) 354-2854. 
2 bedroom., furnished. 
1 block from campus 
352-5239 
BUDGET DEAL lor 1-2 people. Qui- 
et area nr. Wal-Mart Share bath 
appx 2 days/wk. 419-494-6065 
Charing Cross Apts. Move in before 
Sept. 14 for $199 & get a free 
Playstation 2. Limited supply. 
419-352-0590.  
Female subleaser needed Close lo- 
campus-New Frazee, funished, 
9 mo lease, availabe now 
(815I-942-6883.  
Furn. room in brick house with 
everything Freedom of house. $200 
deposit & S250 tent. 354-6117. 
Georgetown Manor 1 or 2 bedroom 
Free heat, water, & sewer. Parking 
and laundry on premises. 354-9740, 
call for more info. 
Roommate need- F preferred. 
S250/m + 1/2 utils Own bedr. 
Call Julie 373-9983 
* • * 




• Mill IMMEDIATELY: •   !l!TIM • lirtiiiiri • But • Cooki MM  Tiffin ill-fili'ilt.ll 
Rent went up 
Roommate moved out 
Tuition just increased 
Now What??? 
We can help... up to  $23,000 
Tuition Assistance 
plus a paycheck!! 
On campus in Student rjiipkiyment 




For more Info contact: Sieve F.ich -ii ili-il-.je^'ups.roni 
Management Inc. 
NOW OPEN 
lUlbdak Apt 1082 Fairvicw, 
:iidrni.     \i 
Dishwasher ■ Garbage Disposal 
li.uliA. I/: ■Vrtuher/DryoHook-up 
Starting il S6SI  M    • Utilities 
Call J53 5800 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt* 21S E ftx 
Efficiencies & I Bdrm (one left) 
I aundf) on site 
Starts M S25(VMo 
Call '"-5800 
Management Inc. 
Wilkm HOOK Apt 830 4th St? 
I Bdrn, 
DishwasherA5arbage Disposal 
Sun. ,n S400VMO • ElecAGaj 
Call "^~>-5800 
Management Inc. 
CracdaDd, 208 213 S Church Si . 
GRADSTUDEN1 ONL1 
: Bdrm      \( 
Waihei/Dryei IKv>k-up 
Clou to Downtown 
Staitini JI J650/MO4 Utilities 
Call w.ssrjo 
Slop by our office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
Hww.wcnet.orR/--mecca 
